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BOUNCING THE TENANTS... 
blitzkrieg at Victoria Street
The sound 
of secrets 
and silence...
A FTER the fortnight’ s dropout, we returned to a towering pile o f copy 
and the slightly sanctimonious smiles of 
the ferret fanatics who labored all 
through the festivities. Those o f us fool­
ish enough to venture into society in the 
interim were assailed by lavish criticism 
o f this paper, some o f it well intentioned.
Of our many failings we are aware, 
but each week we believe the mixture 
improves, the energy flow thickens and 
ideas begin to dance around the ceiling in 
wild profusion. People want bombshells, 
this paper prefers to marry iconoclasm 
with wishful thinking, to put forth a 
variety o f escape routes, to accentuate 
the positive, to give room to move, some 
space to the spaced out . . .  to work to 
build a paper worthy o f the kind of 
reader who parts with 30 cents for 
something as imprecise as this.
We plan to boost the news content, so 
if there is a happening o f importance in 
your area, let us know, preferably in the 
form o f copy. Our weekly entertainment 
guide, Living delights, continues to culti­
vate addicts and bursts into bloom next 
week, more luxurious than ever. Another 
holiday straggler, Harry Gumboot, is back 
next week with cheerful arrogance boost­
ed by the ridiculous interest in his offer­
ings.
As for Martin Sharp, we dont know. 
He seems to be cartooning himself into 
long silences, an infliction once suffered 
by Mike Zwerin until he “ looked under 
his feet”  and found something worth­
while — beautifully revealed on page 16.
This week the axeman cometh in 
Sydney and Wendy Bacon reports from 
embattled Victoria street. She writes way 
beyond the headlines, setting the quietly 
flowering benefits o f the squat against the 
grim realities o f  developer-piggery.
Not all frontlines are in the city and 
Graham Dunstan, a founder o f  the Nim- 
bin experiment, is calling yet another 
gathering o f  pioneers, while offering in­
sight into his own irrepressible optimism 
(page 20).
The great advantage o f publishing a 
paper like Daylights is that it is not taken 
seriously at the top, which enables us to 
splash about in a bubble bath o f im­
pudence, spilling state secrets and shatter­
ing D-notices . . . Did you know there are 
33 US installations in Australia . . . ? And 
that you can go to jail for the kind o f 
photographs on pages 9-11?
More overseas correspondents are in­
troduced this week, who will be reporting 
regularly on alternative scenes from their 
neck o f  the Woodstocks.
Photographs keep coming, thank you. 
This week’s centre spread is a series of 
auto-animal atrocities contributed by 
Sydney photographer Lee Pearce; other 
photo essays are welcome.
More music this week, although we are 
not nearly satisfied with the consistency 
o f our coverage and plans are afoot to 
enlarge its scope and deepen its thrust.
That’ s all folks, back next tuesday 
with an astonishing account o f faith 
healing in the Philippines, among other 
bizarre delights. Until then, we are o ff to 
see Bruce Lee’ s Enter the dragon for the 
11th time. — EDS.
m m n u E  a r m y  o f  t h e  r a r e *
Richard Beckett beats up the week’s news
STARTING THE YEAR BY BENDING THE KNEE: Federal 
defence minister Lance Barnard, at the 
start o f  his visit to the United States 
during which he is supposed to tell the 
Americans that they have no right 
to pull nuclear triggers on our soil, 
showed that he was a much neglected 
prophet in his own land by stating 
smugly that “ Australia finds itself in 
the fortunate position in which it is 
unlikely that our forces will be engag­
ed in internal conflicts in the foresee­
able future.”  At the same time he 
indicated that the Australian tail 
would continue to be wagged by the 
United States dog. Then, in a rather 
obscure statement in which he man­
aged to insult the United States and 
his own country at the same time, he 
went on the say, “ Australia is not a 
power prepared to be a client state and 
enjoy the benefits o f  an alliance with­
out making a contribution to the 
alliance and supporting in a tangible, 
way the common interest that would 
sustain it” . It’ s what is known as the 
defiant beggar act.
* * *
T h e  y a n k s  s t r i k e  b a c k :Prime minister Gough Whitlam 
and his family have been placed under 
heavy security guard following renew­
ed threats against our leader’ s life. 
Obviously the threats are coming from 
some demented American now living 
in Australia trying a bring a little great 
power culture to a small and obscure 
Pacific nation.
CHAINING THE BIBLE TO THE CHURCH FONT: The reverend 
Gordon Powell o f  Melbourne’ s Scotch 
presbyterian church has accused the 
federal government o f  giving pornog- 
raphers a helping hand by relaxing the 
censorship laws o f  the land. Stating 
that senator Lion Murphy’ s decision to 
allow adults to read whatever they like 
was a mental health risk he added “ We 
are terrified o f  physical germs getting 
into Australia, but sick publications 
are just as hard to control as typhoid.”  
It is believed that the good reverend 
Powell will shortly demand that the 
government uses a red hot poker to 
remove the eyes o f  those who read so 
called filth and that, as a further 
inducement to remain on the path o f  
righteousness, they will be given braille 
versions o f  his own sermons to while 
away their sightless lives.
M  T  ET THEM BUILD CAKES:
BB- JLiLabor minister Clyde Cameron
|Bj:i in announcing that Australia’ s jobless 
B*i figure had risen for the third month in 
succession, and was now standing at a 
mere 102,735 said that far greater 
BB employment potential lay in correct- 
'n8 the “ structural imbalance within 
the work force” . He then went on to 
claim that there was enormous scope 
for expansion in the “ building and 
furniture industries and their ancil- 
laries.”  This method o f  forcing people 
•BB into gainful employment bears a re- 
markable similarity to that well known 
BB: institution the chain gang and will 
doubtless gladden the hearts o f  em- 
ployers throughout the land.
INS OF THE IDLE RICH: The 
•marketing manager o f  the wine-
k M h o i f t C i  5 ° M £  
IfoftE fcAck To
LIFE WoUU) U. 
JUST Too good
TOR THE/A....
makers, Seppelts, Mr I. G. MacKley, 
has warned rich and foolish vintage 
port collectors that some wicked peo­
ple are forging labels which deliberate­
ly mis-date their contents. As a bottle 
o f  vintage port now costs anything up 
to $200 it appears that the great game 
o f  parting rich fools from their money 
is continuing apace.
* * *
STOP WORRYING ABOUT THE ENERGY CRISIS -  LEARN TO 
LOVE THE BOMB: France’s president 
George Pompidou, brought Pacific is­
landers quite a lot o f  joy  for the year 
ahead by announcing that France’ s 
nuclear tests would continue this year.
Ru n n in g  a w a y  f r o m  i tALL: Reacting enthusiastically 
to the new independent Papua New 
Guinea regime, whites have started to 
leave the country in droves. Some
10,000 non racist Australians have 
now decamped from the land o f  the 
bird o f  paradise. Despite official ex­
planations that they were leaving be­
cause they feared for their safety with 
coming o f  self-government, the real 
reason is understood to be closer to 
the fact that the austere government 
o f  chief minister Michael Somare has 
shown a wicked tendency to ban the 
sale o f  booze during certain festivals. 
The last instance o f  this austerity 
campaign took place at Christmas 
when the country was declared beer- 
less for five days.
* * *
RATTLE DEM BONES: In a sur­prise decision, aboriginal tribal 
leaders in the New South Wales south­
ern coastal port o f  Nowra, persuaded 
the younger militant members o f  their 
clan not to steal the white man’s 
skeleton from the local cemetery and 
hang it from a tree in the caravan park. 
The militants had decided upon this 
course o f  action after white council 
workers bulldozed an aboriginal burial 
ground and scattered the remains o f  
five black bodies to build a new toilet 
amenities block for white campers.
SOLVING THE OTHER PROB- BB LEM: The Western Australian BB: 
Agricultural Protection Board plans to •:•:>: 
poison a million kangaroos, which it :B:B 
claims are cluttering up the landscape :B;B 
and generally making the state look £:B: 
untidy, by placing arsenic in their iBB: 
waterholes. In an official statement B:B: 
the board denied that it had sim- :BB: 
ilar plans to control the population 
o f  the city o f  Perth, although it :B:B 
considered that both Sydney and Mel- ;BB 
bourne would benefit greatly from this B-B: 
humane approach to population con- 
trol. W
* * *
HE’S STILL SINGING HIS OLD M  SONG: The American president, B-B 
Richard Milhous Nixon, has once again BB: 
declined to hand over his official BB: 
documents to the Watergate investiga- •:*:• 
tion committee for examination on B:B 
the grounds that the contents might 
just tend to incriminate him. The great 
dictator claimed that the attempts by 
the congressional committee to find 
out the real truth about him was “ an BB 
u n con stitu tion a l usurpation o f  
power” .
* * * Xvl
T h e  u l t i m a t e  a n s w e r  t o S BC A N B E R R A ’S PROBLEMS: M  
Sick and tired o f  living next to a :BB 
fantasy city for so long the New South SB 
Wales town o f  Queanbeyan deliberate- 
ly allowed its sewage treatment pumps SB 
to break down and flood lake Burley 
Griffin with about a million gallons o f  £:£: 
raw sewage. Canberra’ s health author- 
ities responded very promptly by Si;! 
warning the city’ s yachtsmen who :B:B 
use the lake not to put their heads 
under water when sailing, to shower B:;:;: 
after sailing and to hose their boats. In vjiji 
an official statement the Canberra B:B: 
Yacht Club publicity officer, Andrew Bi-:-: 
Stewart, said: “ The lads are keeping jig:; 
their heads out o f  water as best they 
can.”
* * * >V'V
WHY AUSTRALIA SHOULD BE M  DECLARED A REPUBLIC: g g  
Sydney disc jockey, John Laws, was B:B: 
awarded an OBE(whatever that means) 
in the new years honors lists.
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SPACE AGE GGGKS
We’re entering our third year with a great new shipment from overseas. 
Come in and browse (or send for a sample copy o f  our regular 
Newsletter if you ’re out o f  town). Y ou ’ll find JOURNEY TO IXTLAN 
by Carlos Castanadas ($2.95), KEN KESEY’S GARAGE SALE ($3.95), 
DESIGN FOR THE REAL WORLD by Victor Papanek ($2.25), 
DUT-OF-THE-BODY EXPERIENCES by Celia Green ($1.50), BE 
HERE NOW ($3.30), and SEED ($6.30) both from the Lhama 
Foundation, Herman Hesse’s STORIES OF FIVE DECADES ($2.95), 
Arguelles’ beautiful MANDALA book ($5.95) and THE SECRET OF 
THE GOLDEN FLOWER ($3.30) trans. by Richard Wilhelm. You can 
MEDITATE THE TANTRIC YOGA WAY ($3.45), or explore our 
many titles on zen, movies, macrobiotics, haiku, radical education and 
psychology, Tolkien, fantasy, science fiction and suchlike . . . not to 
forget our large range o f occult and oriental books. We dont stock 
everything under the Son. Only the unusual. Try us. If you must deal 
by post, please add ,25c postage on each title. Okay?
317 SWANSTON STREET, MELBOURNE 3000. Ph. 663.1777
■£ .\jV -r---‘ p v : r ,’ i *£ .'r's 'j’ i ; ; ? fp » * 1y r • ? !
They huffed and they 
puffed and 
they blew 
doors down
WENDY BACON
LAST WEEK in Sydney a private army o f  thugs accompanied the 
NSW police force and evicted the Victoria 
street squatters -  a frightening exper­
ience for those who were there. However, 
to exaggerate the importance o f  the use 
o f thugs is to miss the point o f  what is 
happening in inner Sydney today.
Against the interests o f  profit and 
speculation, the resident action groups, 
backed by some unions, are fighting to 
retain the inner city as a place where 
ordinary people, not just a select few, can 
live. Against them, the developers and the 
state have a whole range o f  weapons -  
the law, the courts, the police, thugs, the 
media (at times), the PR men, and ex­
perts (the townplanners and establish­
ment architects). Less successfully than 
most, Theeman o f  Victoria Point Pty Ltd 
has used all o f  them. With the squatters 
now on the street it remains to be seen if 
he is any better o f f  than he was when 
they were in his buildings.
It is more than 10 years now since the 
development boom  hit the community o f 
Kings Cross. Everywhere, residentials 
have been demolished to make way for 
motels, businesses, and wider roads. The 
people who lived in them, a wide cross- 
section o f  city workers, artists, enter­
tainers, seamen, students and pensioners 
have been shoved from one building to 
another. Many o f  them have been finally 
forced out o f  this lively area into the 
outer suburbs. With their departure many 
o f  the shops they used have been forced 
to close. More than ever the rip-off 
mentality o f  tourism has taken over the 
Cross. Those who stay find their rent 
constantly rising. Any protection they 
might have had against their landlords, 
was removed by the Liberal government’s 
legislation o f  1969.
One street that survived longer than 
most was Victoria street. A wide, tree 
lined street divided from the central 
business district by the now deserted 
’Loo and the Domain, its large terraces 
were originally a boundary between the 
working class valley below and the fash­
ionable area o f  Potts Point. But since the 
30s, it too  has been occupied by the 
poor. (During the Depression the Com­
munist party held meetings there and the 
New Guard got stuck into them while the 
police looked on). In the 40s and 50s, 
like the rest o f  the Cross, the street also 
became popular with bohemians and art­
ists who lived in the smaller buildings 
along the cliff face — “ The Castle” , "The 
Stables”  and “ The Belfry” .
But since 1968, the development com ­
panies including Parkes (Strasser, R yko 
and Boyer) and Spatial Holdings (Joseph 
and Sol Brender) have been buying up. 
The company that grabbed most o f  the 
houses was Victoria Point Pty Ltd, owned 
by Frank Theeman, a man making his 
first venture into property.
Frank, known by his business ac­
quaintances as a textile genius but a mug 
in other areas, sank about $1.5 million 
into the buildings himself and borrowed 
another $5.5 million from CAGA, a 
finance company specialising in property
and development. CAGA, with Syd King 
o f  Home Units Pty Ltd, a much older 
hand in the property game, had earlier 
seen what Frank was up to and snapped 
up a few key buildings -  which they 
resold to Theeman for a cool million 
dollars profit a year later.
Once Theeman had acquired the build­
ings, Michael “ Arthur”  (actually Thee­
man’s son) moved into one o f  the shops 
as the agent. From that time, the street 
began to deteriorate -  damaged ceilings 
were no longer repaired; after a storm 
broke windows, the agent told a tenant to 
cover them with cardboard.
With a second plan (the first was 
knocked back by the state planning auth­
ority which described the street as the 
worst case o f  visual pollution it had ever 
seen) a 23 storey development was made 
ready for approval by council and a blitz 
o f  eviction notices were sent out. Tenants 
were told to move out within a week. 
There were threats that gas and electricity 
would be cut off. “ Bribes”  from $20 to 
$2000 were paid to tenants but only to 
those who showed signs o f  resisting. The 
last old lady to leave No. 115 told me 
that late one night two men appeared at 
her door and told her that if she didnt 
accept the flatette they were about to 
show her she would be out on the street. 
Alone in the dark house, she accepted the 
offer.
Most o f  the residents left quickly: 
some o f  them used to a transient exist­
ence; others too old, sick, or frightened. 
Nearly all were ignorant o f  their legal 
rights. At this late stage, the Victoria 
street resident action group was formed. 
It started by informing tenants o f  their 
legal rights and by asking the BLF to 
place a green ban on the street, which it 
promptly did.
Most active o f the residents was Ar­
thur King. He rang up friends living in the 
Cross (including myself) and asked us to 
help. Twice in the first week he was 
visited by the police. Then he disappeared 
for three days. When he returned he 
wouldnt tell us where he had been . . . 
but immediately moved out.
By day, the street was spilling over 
with furniture and removal vans. By 
night, it was patrolled by men with 
bars.
Mick Fowler, a seaman, returned to 
find he had been moved out o f his room. 
A left wing unionist and political ac­
tivist from the 50s, Mick was furious. 
With the help o f the BLF and the RAG, 
he was moved back in.
From the onset the action group re­
garded the people in the buildings as 
being as crucial as the buildings them­
selves. In particular, it demanded the 
street remain a low rent area. The idea o f 
it becoming a cooperative housing area 
was suggested. Despite these more radical 
aims, the tactic was to seek as much 
support as possible for the preservation o f 
buildings. This was not difficult as Vic­
toria street holds memories o f  a less 
respectable past for many now influential 
people. However this tactic caused many 
misunderstandings and was disastrous for 
the group.
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The state council o f  the Liberal party 
said it would support the National Trust 
if it would classify the street as being 
worthy o f  preservation. On may 2 last 
year, the trust classified the street. We 
were heartened.
Theeman then announced that he 
would prepare yet another plan. Woolley, 
his architect, said that he would discuss 
the plans with the action group and the 
National Trust when they were ready. It 
soon became clear that while Woolley was 
intensively lobbying the National Trust 
he had no intention o f  talking to the 
residents. We were anxious to point out 
to the Trust that we were concerned with 
people as well as buildings, but they too,' 
arrogant as usual, refused to talk to us. 
We even occupied W oolley’s office in an 
unsuccessful attempt to see the plans.
Theeman hired a PR man, Bill 
O’ Donnell o f  Neilson McCarthy. Shortly 
after his appointment the action group 
found it was unable to get into the press. 
Instead stories appeared o f  bom b threats 
to Theeman’s house.
At a joint press conference, the Na­
tional Trust and Theeman announced the 
Trust’s approval o f  the plan. The plan 
allows for the preservation o f  the facades 
o f the houses with a stepped up develop­
ment between the cliff face and the 
houses. The cliff, which had received a 
special mention in the Trust’s original 
classification was now to be excavated for 
a car park. It is a mixed residential and 
commercial venture. In vain the RAG 
issued press statements expressing its op­
position to the high rise buildings and the 
destruction o f the social fabric o f  the 
street. Not a word appeared in the daily 
press.
The National Trust decision meant 
that we lost a lot o f respectable support. 
Even the BLF felt that the decision o f the 
National Trust left them in a tricky 
position. In many cases they had backed 
the Trust’s decisions on the preservation 
o f buildings. For some days the green ban 
was in doubt.
A couple o f  days after the announce­
ment o f the new plan one o f  the small 
terraces along the back was burnt out. 
This was the most damaging o f  a series o f 
fires since the evictions began. On the 
same day, the police — including a detec­
tive Ballard who had been one o f those 
who visited Arthur King — discovered the 
beginnings o f  a fire in the gas meters 
under Mary Jane’s flat. “ She might have 
gone sky high” , they informed us.
The few remaining tenants were now 
isolated and frightened. The buildings 
were in danger o f being burnt down. The 
ban was in doubt. The emphasis on low 
rent housing had been lost. At a meeting 
we decided there was only one tactic left: 
we would squat.
There was one tenant left in No. 57. 
With his cooperation, we entered the 
building and changed the lock. The seven 
months squat had begun. As each house 
acquired its residents, we moved on to 
the next until, in two weeks, nine build­
ings were occupied.
Contrary to our expectations, there 
was no immediate police action. Probably 
because o f the bad publicity he had 
received over the evictions and the use o f 
standover tactics, Theeman decided to 
work through the courts. Two people 
were summonsed under section 50 o f  the 
repressive summary offences act (“ re­
maining on premises with no reasonable 
cause” ).
During june and july, despite harass­
ment, water being cut off, wires ripped 
out, visits by the police and continual 
rumors about raids, the squatting gained 
strength. The BLF confirmed the green 
ban. A new community began to emerge 
replacing the one destroyed by Theeman.
The legal moves continued. Theeman 
hired Kevin Murray, a florid faced bar­
rister, colonel o f  the University Regiment 
for many years, to argue the case.
John Cox, one o f the two summonsed, 
was convicted by the magistrate and 
sentenced to two months suspended la­
bor. His appeal to the district court was 
heard in October and judge Henchman 
indicated he would convict but agreed to 
state a case to the court o f criminal 
appeal.
While C ox ’s case remained sub judice, 
the squatters were relatively secure. We 
now expected that it would be at least 
three months, possibly many more before 
the case was completed.
So far the saving o f  Victoria street had' 
been an exhausting and often frightening 
business -  few o f  us having confronted 
the forces o f  profit and property in such 
a headlong fashion before. For the first 
time now, we began to enjoy the environ­
ment around us. I found myself growing 
attached to the open spaces and leafy 
pathways linking the front buildings with 
the row o f  buildings along the clifftop. 
Political allies with whom I had done 
little but discuss Victoria street now 
became neighbors and friends.
A communal play group began. The 
squatters, including those o f  us without 
children, took it in turns to look after the 
children. We set up a communal cinema, 
renovations, market and an eating place 
was planned in No. 113. We planted a 
lawn and someone started growing corn. 
A pen with chooks appeared outside No. 
115. Heaps o f  rubbish was cleared from 
inside the buildingis and heaped along the 
street.
At frequent barbecues, discussions 
raged over sexism; over who should come 
and who should go; over how to organise 
repairs and renovation, and whether it 
was essential to pay maintenance.
Decisions were taken at informal and 
open weekly meetings. While there was a 
higher level o f  participation than any 
other political movement I have seen, it 
was also true that the articulate were at a 
clear advantage -  there was a tendency 
for those who found it more difficult to 
express their views to stop coming to 
meetings.
In the 60s, there was much talk o f  a
The momentary mercenaries
' C
The kids w ith the Victoria street ro ll call. 
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TYRONE FO YLE
THE MAGIC question asked o f  just about every spruiker, bouncer and 
tough guy (and those who look like they 
fit in these categories) around Kings Cross 
was “ one quick 100 bucks” , to  take a 
crowbar or sledge hammer and “ help us 
chase them dirty hippies out o f Victoria 
street” .
The approach was pretty easy. Ex­
treme double morality need only apply — 
cops and the petty underworld like each 
other more than either o f them like 
troublemaking freaks. It is probably the 
first time such tactics have been used in 
recent political confrontations in Aus­
tralia — get a bunch o f  civilian thugs, send 
them in first and then follow  with the 
uniformed thugs.
The Royal Ulster constabulary would 
be proud to see their methods adopted 
elsewhere. Victoria street was just like 
getting a large crowd at Belfast to attack 
their catholic counterparts. Behind the 
orangemen come the police.
Early last thursday morning, the bash­
ers moved in bashing down doors, man, 
woman and children. There were about 
50 o f  them, more skilled at bashing 
bodies than doors, but any damage to the
fine old house didnt matter because 
Theeman wants them down anyway.
Just like the early days o f  Ulster’s 
troubles, police stood back, witnessing 
the civilian confrontation. And o f  course, 
when the action started the police simply 
had to move in and restore order — 
moving in to pick up the pieces left from 
Theeman’s lads.
The momentary mercenaries had done 
most o f  the immediate dirty work, requir­
ing the police to act only in their normal 
sense o f manner — the hidden quick 
punches, the grabs at hair, the accidental 
crunching o f a boot on bare or sandalled 
feet, an elbow in the guts, a few bounces 
down the stairs. '
But nothing real heavy, assuming the 
definition o f  heavy depends on your 
experience. A punch in the groin in 
Sydney versus a rubber bullet in the head 
in Ireland.
The divided rule trick has kept many a 
power group on top and the use o f 
civilians in Victoria street does not augur 
well for future urban confrontations. It’s 
much harder to lay charges against a 
group o f civilian thugs hired to bash you 
up than thugs in uniforms hired to bash 
you up. | |
student worker alliance. In my exper­
ience, it was never anything more than an 
alliance o f a few political heavies. But 
such an alliance is beginning to emerge in 
Victoria street and in the general housing 
struggle in Sydney. For instance, in No. 
115 where I lived there was Mick, a 
seaman; John, a director o f  World Univer­
sity Service; Laurel, an unmarried mother 
with two children; Keith, a student; Con, 
an unemployed optometrist; Mrs Troy a 
pensioner and previous lone squatter in 
the Rocks; and Alice, an ex tenant who 
returned from the appalling room she was 
forced to rent last april.
Early in december the action group 
(believing that if lower income residents 
are to overcome the disadvantages they 
suffer at the hands o f  the landlords, the 
police and the courts, something more 
than low rent housing is required), almost 
unanimously adopted a non-profit co ­
operative housing proposal. The crucial 
element in our scheme is that o f resident 
control. The financial arrangements 
would involve long term payments by 
residents to CAGA or possibly the federal 
government.
In early december, Bill O ’Donnell, the 
PR man, arranged a meeting with the 
squatters to organise a pow-wow with 
Theeman. The meeting with Theeman 
was set for Wednesday, december 12 in 
the “ Stables” .
Almost at the same time Cox heard 
that the appeal was listed for the tenth. 
This was completely unexpected as the 
papers for the appeal had only been filed 
on november 28. On the tenth, Staples, 
Cox’s barrister, arranged an adjournment 
until the thirteenth.
Theeman cancelled the meeting claim­
ing that he was unwell. On the very same 
day, I saw him in Darling Point surround­
ed by five large suited men. He seemed 
most embarrassed to see me.
On december 13, Staples informed the 
court o f  criminal appeal that he was not 
able to appear in the matter. Cox then 
asked for an adjournment so that he 
could be represented by a barrister o f his 
choice. He presented a medical certificate 
showing that he was unfit to be in court. 
The court proceeded until the lunchtime 
adjournment when Cox left the court. 
That afternoon, the judges dismissed the 
appeal on the grounds that Cox was not 
present.
On friday, december 21, Henchman 
confirmed Cox’s conviction. The com ­
pany gave John until the 27th to get out 
and gave Mrs Landsfield -  one o f  the few 
remaining tenants — $1000 to get out on 
the same day. We learned that Theeman 
had gone to Maddison -  the minister for 
justice — to request him to take action 
against the rest o f us. A less reliable 
source informed us that action would be 
taken after the new year.
The days o f the squat were now 
numbered. Our planning and projects 
stopped. We knew that with the resources 
available there was no chance o f  keeping 
the police force out. However, resistance 
was more than a political gesture. We 
wanted to be evicted in full public view 
and so we prepared a “ phone tree”  and 
barricaded the buildings.
At least we began to barricade the 
buildings — but it seemed that the group 
harmony o f  earlier weeks was lacking. 
Some were ambivalent, believing or want­
ing to believe that “ they won’t com e” . 
Others wanted to leave it until the last 
moment finding the prospect of living in 
rooms darkened by heavy wooden planks, 
iron bars and grills to be a depressing one.
We spent hours, too many hours I 
suppose, speculating about when they 
would come -  had fantasies about wear­
ing father Christmas costumes, o f covering 
our naked bodies with oil, o f  playing 
tapes o f laughing, o f growling dogs and 
She came through the bathroom window 
behind the barricades.
A few o f  the older people began to 
leave. Others became depressed.
Watching all this happening made me 
sad and angry. The desire to resist became 
emotional as well as political. We resolved 
too that once the new year week was over 
we would return to our projects, living as 
normally as possible. If we were thrown 
out, we talked o f  possibilities o f future 
squatting or communal living.
Last Sunday week, we heard a rumor 
that someone had been offered a job to
to take him
And they sang as they jumped from  
chimney pot to chimney pot,
Green bans forever in Victoria street
the giant sledge hammers, we gathered 
downstairs. Half an hour later they were 
in. A long haired thug read us a statement 
from the company and after some “ dis­
cussion”  with the police, the 12 o f  us 
were loaded into a single van.
In the shady isolation o f the bottom 
o f the street and away from most specta­
tors or the media, “ passive resistance” did 
indeed describe our actions. Further up 
the street Val and Eric found themselves 
advanced upon through a hole in the 
ceiling and so applied some paint and a 
hose. In return caustic soda was poured 
on Eric.
Meanwhile in No. 115 and No. 113 
they escaped to the rooftops. Con and 
Keith began their 16 hour squat on the 
chimney tops.
FOUR OF the hirelings resigned from the 
job on thursday. Some o f  the police too, 
expressed unwillingness. For instance, the 
young constable who took me from the 
court to the cells told me that “ many o f 
us really like what you ’re doing” .
Returning to the street my initial 
reaction was dismay. The squatters, their 
supporters and their belongings strewn 
along one side o f the street. Carol, who 
long before the days o f the action group, 
had lived in hidden and unwanted rooms 
along the street lay asleep in a doorway. 
On the other side, in front o f  the door- 
less, empty houses were the thugs, now 
carrying iron sticks instead o f sledge 
hammers and axes . . . and the police. It 
seemed that Theeman who nine months 
ago had smashed one community in a 
matter o f weeks, had smashed this one in 
a matter o f  hours.
As the evening wore on the crowd 
continued to watch Keith and Con. They 
asked for music: no power was available, 
so we began to sing. Our repertoire was 
slight but soon we began to invent our 
own words.
Waltzing Matilda.
Green bans forever,
Green bans forever,
Green bans forever, in Victoria street
“ throw out a bunch o f hippies on a 
developer’s land at the Cross”  on tuesday, 
Wednesday or thursday morning. On Wed­
nesday, through the Builders Laborers, 
we heard that a cop in the western 
suburbs had been told he was going to 
Victoria street in the morning.
Frank Theeman, holidaying in Surfers 
Paradise, told Joe Owens, secretary o f the 
builders laborers that he’d be doing no 
demolishing and put down the phone. Mr 
Boylan, who said he was in charge while 
Theeman was away, said that he was 
prepared to give assurances that nothing 
would happen. Michael Theeman, who 
was in the street the following morning, 
told me that as far as he knew nothing 
was going to happen . . .
We knew it could be another rumor 
but we had to prepare. Through the night 
with extra supporters in the buildings, we 
barricaded with w ood and the little scaf­
folding available. A watch o f  three people 
prepared to alarm the street with a siren
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if anything should happen.
Shortly after six in the morning, Vicki 
from the Darlinghurst Group called at 
No. 59 to say a large number o f  police 
were assembled at Darlinghurst.
At 7am, into the peacefulness o f  the 
early morning came a Hertz truck carry­
ing men armed with giant sledge hammers 
and axes. Call them thugs, bouncers 
“ controllers”  or what you will, this was a 
private army led by Joe Meisner, bouncer 
and only several years out o f  jail where he 
served a sentence for selling machine guns 
to the underworld, hired by Frank Thee­
man, and now, given tacit approval and 
cooperation o f the police force by justice 
minister, Maddison.
Shortly the goons were joined by a 
line o f  uniformed police. Then having 
shaken hands with the police, the batter­
ing o f  the barricades began.
Not so much frightened o f being hurt 
as paralysed by the relentless pound o f
Old McDonald’s farm.
Old Frank Theeman had a street,
And on that street he had some pigs
With an oink oink there . . ., and an 
oink, oink here.
Later a man took the guitar, and in a 
voice half spoken, he wailed a saga o f 
flats too  expensive to rent, o f  green bans 
and squatters, o f  high rise and disappear­
ing cities. Soon he was joined by the 
percussion o f  saucepans. Gradually, first a 
few feet and then much further, we 
emerged dancing onto the road. As each 
wave o f  cops advanced towards us we 
would sink back only to return as the 
police turned away. Dismay had turned 
to enjoyment. The energy o f  the squat 
had not so easily been destroyed.
A white bearded man was singing 
quietly to himself . . . someone encour­
aged him to come forward and in a 
cracked but beautiful old voice he sang 
Joe Hill.
Later the mood changed again. More 
and more thugs stood on our side o f  the 
road. We yelled at them to go away, the 
police moved in. Joe Owens and Brett 
were arrested for doing nothing more 
than standing in the street. The Darling­
hurst police refused Brett bail and told us 
that Owens had decided not to be bailed 
out. They later told Owens that no one 
had arrived to bail him out and released 
him only at five am.
In the early hours o f the morning, 
Keith and Con announced they were 
coming down. A flute played as they 
precariously descended.
As more police vans and cars formed a 
dividing line between the residents and 
the thugs, the street bristled with tension, 
someone tried to start the singing again 
but the moment had gone.
Only after Keith and Con had been 
escorted away in their van, did most o f 
the police leave. Through the night a 
group o f squatters remained, quietly sing­
ing.
At No. 115, the lone tenant, Mick, 
could get no sleep. Protected by several 
BLs, his front door ripped off, he was
surrounded on every side by Meisner’s 
men.
Evicted from the houses, the squatters 
and the supporters are still camping on 
the street. Such street living perhaps 
comes more easily to the residents o f the 
Cross than those o f some other suburbs. 
Three flatettes, rented on friday, provide 
beds in the street for others.
ic it "k
THEEMAN has now offered his proper­
ties to Tom Uren, minister for urban and 
regional development “ at cost”  -  if, from 
the final cost, the profit made by CAGA 
through speculation was subtracted, the 
cost would be about $6 million. Whether 
Theeman and CAGA would in fact sell 
for less than that we do not know. 
However, if the price was between $4 and 
$5 million and if the residents were to 
pay for and organise the reconstruction 
themselves, the public housing gained 
would not by comparison with that gain­
ed by grants to the state housing commis­
sion be very expensive. However, the 
process o f  settling these housing disputes 
by capital grants is a very limited one and 
at no stage have the Victoria street 
residents demanded such special treat­
ment.
In our own proposal, we decided to 
recommend that over a large number o f 
years, the residents pay for the buildings. 
This unfortunately would involve a co-op 
in ownership, when all we really want is 
control, however providing that the prin­
ciple o f  "n o  capital gains”  was built in 
ownership would mean little anyway . . .
While the private ownership o f  land, 
the key to the problem, continues, our 
solution seemed to us the one best suited 
to our ideas and needs.
Pressured on all sides by political 
demands, members o f  Uren’s department 
have appeared to be suspicious o f the 
Victoria street RAG and unwilling to get 
involved. There is, as yet, no indication 
that their position is changing.
Theeman apparently does not expect 
his offer to be taken up because now he is 
threatening to challenge the green ban, 
the life blood o f  the RAG.
For us, it seems that more union 
support is coming. The Postal Workers are 
placing a ban on Theeman’s businesses: 
the wharfies are being approached, Actors 
Equity are actively supporting the group; 
the FEDFA have reaffirmed their ban. 
However, the pressure, through the Rocks 
episode and the deregistration case, has 
been on the BLF membership and leader­
ship for months and the building industry 
is barely back at work.
For the green bans to survive, this 
union support and mass action by resi­
dents will be needed. Let’s see if we get it 
this week? j~ j
Grand justice at Warmambool pub
By DAVID BLUE W ARRNAM BOOL’S Grand hotel is somewhat different 
from the Procul Harum’s Grand 
hotel where “ waiters dance on 
finger tips” . In fact the southwest 
Victorian seaside mecca’s Grand 
hotel is a pub with no beer . . .  Or 
scotch, brandy, wine, lemonade or 
even water.
That is if you are black like 
Lennie Clark, the long haired pres­
ident o f  nearby Framlingham 
Aboriginal Trust.
Lennie is holder o f  a diploma
of agriculture from Dookie agri­
cultural college.
Owner o f  the Grand is Bill 
Gleeson — an old time racing 
identity. The licensee is Ross 
Gawley — a successful racehorse 
trainer and oyvner -  and father o f 
the local cycling hero Kerry Gaw­
ley. Lennie Clark and his black 
brothers and sisters couldnt be­
lieve it when they fronted the bar 
one late spring day and were 
forbidden from quenching their 
thirst. After all, the only other
fcTEKE$nN& l
im m e u M B i
BLACK HANDS across the oceans. Reputed mafia figures turn up in 
some surprising places. The second place- 
getter in the recent Sydney to Hobart 
yacht race was A pollo, skippered by 
multi millionaire, Jack Rooklyn. Rook- 
lyn’ s a leading figure in the NSW royal 
commission into organised crime.
In 1969 he formed Electronic Amuse­
ments, a company which marketed Bally 
poker machines. Connections between 
top figures in the US mafia and the Bally 
Manufacturing Corporation, together 
with allegations o f violent stand over 
tactics in clubs, forced the royal commis­
sion.
Rooklyn is famous for his statement 
to two o f  the investigating police, detec­
tive sergeant Jack McNeill and detective 
sergeant Doug Knight, “ I am offering a 
position to you, or any other senior 
members o f the inquiry, as a public 
relations man.”  The offer entailed a 
salary o f  $160 a week plus $40 expenses, 
a car, shares in a new company and travel 
to the Middle East and Japan. Although 
McNeill rejected the offer immediately, 
Knight considered it for a fortnight be­
fore doing the same.
ONE John Bennetts has been appoint­ed to a senior defence position in 
Papua New Guinea as an Australian liai­
son officer. Bennetts’ present job is sec- 
ond-in-charge o f  the office o f “ current 
intelligence”  in the Joint Intelligence 
Organisation. Concern that colonial pow­
ers dabble in the internal affairs o f former 
territories rings true.
* * *
W HAT, again? Dr Allen Bartholo­mew, Victorian government psy­
chiatrist, who recently was convicted o f 
driving whilst exceeding .05 blood level 
o f alcohol (TI.D Vol. 1 No. 10) has 
notched up another conviction for the 
same offence. At Heidelberg court his 
address and occupation was again not 
disclosed, but the reading o f .145 was. 
Again he was fined $30 and earned 
another six months driving disqualifica­
tion.
* * *
T HE RAID on the “ squat”  in Vic­toria street (see p.3) seemed inevit­
able in light o f Frank Theeman’s present 
financial position. Theeman recently lost 
about $500,000 after the collapse of 
Abaleen Minerals NL, Munga Creek Min­
erals NL, and Vale Corporation Ltd. The 
managing director o f the three com­
panies, George Summers, sold his Munga 
Creek shares to Abaleen Minerals only six 
weeks before the companies collapsed. 
Incidentally, George Summers is overseas 
and like Alexander Barton, no one knows 
if he’s returning. Tough luck Frank.
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prejudice Lennie had struck in the 
past had been from angry white 
parents who discovered their 
nubile young daughters like going 
out with blacks.
Lennie contacted the aborig­
inal legal office in Melbourne 
whose denizens were also shocked 
to hear the news. The office sent 
its fulltime lawyer, Phil Molan, 
out west to check out Lennie’s 
story.
Sure enough Molan -  armed 
with a tape recorder -  witnessed 
Lennie and his black brothers 
being refused a drink at the Grand 
hotel. The licensee’s wife offered 
no explanation for refusing to 
serve the blacks and declined to 
give a reason when pressed fur­
ther.
Molan returned to Melbourne 
with the unedited tape. Late one 
night after Molan’s departure 
there was a mysterious shattering 
o f glass in the bar at the Grand 
hotel and a white man was later 
questioned by the Warmambool 
fuzz.
One day of 
the year
HAYDN THOMPSON
SYDNEY’S lazy Left cele­brated the new year in the 
traditional manner this week with 
an all day harborside party in 
trendy Balmain.
Local residents quickly realised 
that they were to be blessed with 
the presence o f  much o f  the 
cream o f  the local radical chic 
when the beautiful people began 
to gather on Stone House’s 
sprawling lawn. Balmain has long 
been the resting place for retired 
radicals and so it was on tuesday 
that they managed the long march 
down Darling street from the Lon­
don hotel where they generally 
piss-on.
As the celebrities arrived and 
the crowd overflowed, curious 
residents ventured a closer look. 
So did the local fuzz but they 
wisely opted to keep a discreet 
distance, knowing that if disturb­
ed from their normal behavior 
(drinking and gassing) these moth­
ers would instantly turn vicious 
with a venom born o f  many past 
struggles. (Lest We Forget.)
Across the bay the strains o f 
some fine music could be heard 
above the clanking o f  cans and the 
clashing o f  radical chic cliches. 
Burntout book barons jostled 
with pisspot lawyers and drunken 
dropouts. Next morning the place 
looked like Harold Park race­
course after a night o f  the trots.
No camping
CAROL EASTGATE 
AUSTRALIA does not belong to 
the people but to the developers 
and their front-men, the councils!
The Gold Coast Council is 
using uniformed heavies (“ special 
teams o f health inspectors” The 
Australian 17/12) to  arrest people 
for sleeping elsewhere than in a 
profitmakincj motel or concentra­
tion camps (public camping 
areas).
We have long put up with 
developers taking the choicest bits 
o f land on which to build their 
money-boxes. But forcing people 
to use them, by outlawing camp­
ing in the open, is straight mafia 
tactics.
Their cover story about health 
regulations isnt worth acknowl­
edging. But in case somebody falls 
for it let me explain that a small 
hole du'g in the earth provides the 
world’s best known sewerage 
system.
The South 
Melbourne 
carve up
r o s s  M cPh e r s o n
THE paucity o f  recent pub­licity about the future o f  
South Melbourne’ s Family Care 
estate belies the tenuous basis for 
its continued preservation. The 
estate -  4.2 acres o f  mainly resi­
dential freehold in the centre o f 
Emerald Hill -  was temporarily 
spared redevelopment when a pro­
posed auction was cancelled in 
early december.
Owners o f  the site, the Mel­
bourne Family Care organisation, 
had emphasised the area’s de­
velopment potential in pre­
auction advertising. The sale was 
averted at the last minute through 
the urging o f  federal treasurer 
Frank Crean and urban and re­
gional development minister Tom 
Uren, after a lengthy campaign by 
local resident associations and the 
South Melbourne City Council.
Federal intervention became 
the final hope o f the council, 
which was unanimous in its desire 
to preserve the area but proved 
unable to raise the finance needed 
to compete realistically at auc­
tion. The government offered the 
owners compensation to postpone 
the auction date for a minimum 
o f 10 weeks.
Meanwhile, negotiations have 
proceeded on precisely how feder­
al money can be used to purchase 
the land and what form the result­
ing ownership arrangements ought 
to take. Talks with state housing 
commission officials have given 
the council hope o f having more 
power over the fate o f Emerald 
Hill than the local government act 
would allow.
Any federal money will prob­
ably come from budgetry alloca­
tions to the lands commission. 
The problem is how funds used 
under this legislation can slot into 
the relevant state machinery; 
agreement here between the fed­
eral and state governments is the 
major hurdle.
If agreement in principle is 
established, then housing commis­
sion administrators will report on 
the feasibility o f  becoming an 
interim authority under the com­
monwealth lands commission. The 
advantage o f  such an arrangement 
is said to be that the housing 
committee can then invoke its 
urban renewal powers to control 
the area.
Both the federal government 
and the city council must then 
formally approve their participa­
tion in such a scheme. The council 
will doubtless be most happy; its 
role will be to work with the 
housing commission as an urban 
renewal authority. Plans are al­
ready afoot to vastly increase the 
amount o f  public open space in 
the area by widening what are 
now rear access lanes and alleys, 
and by closing o f f  several roads. 
The resultant separation o f pedes­
trian and vehicular traffic should 
be an interesting experiment in 
such an old, established area.
No one is quite sure what the 
terms o f  federal financing will be. 
It may be putting the cart before 
the horse in any case, since if the 
Hamer government fails to  agree 
quickly with the plan then the 
council’ s hopes will be thrown 
into the lap o f a developer. The 
Melbourne Family Care last week 
determined the new date for auc­
tion o f  the estate as march 6. | |
Whatever1* happening to Britain?
As the British tanks 
encircle Heathrow airport 
in the grandest real life 
tattoo the English have 
witnessed since the war, 
the commons prepare to 
discuss the possibility 
of a two day working week.
A m id s t  the chaos sits 
ROGER HUTCHINSON, 
another alternative press 
luminary from the stables
of Oz, I t  and 
Time ou t who will 
be regularly chronicling 
life in Stalag Britain.
T HE BUFFOONS that pre­cipitated Britain’s long slide 
downhill seem intent on being as 
serious and discreet about it as 
possible. A termagent, respected 
radical journalist visited the com ­
mons during an emergency debate 
last week, and reported to me that 
nobody was drunk in the bar.
“ In the old days” , he mused 
regretfully, “ they used to carry 
’em out by the dozen.”  Even the 
Tories are worried. One Conserva­
tive MP answered my friend’s in­
quiry about his health with: “ Oh, 
I’m all right, but and here his 
eyebrows narrowed -  “ IT'S not 
doing too  well, is it?”  “ It”  being 
the United Kingdom. Commons 
chat has it, however, that Heath is 
pretty near the edge -  under his 
desk, gibbering, so to speak -  and 
a general election seems likely in 
the next few months. March ’74 
say the better pundits.
* * *
IN JUNE 1971 the London drugs 
help organisation, Release, cam­
paigned to bring to an apathetic 
press’s attention the story o f  chief 
inspector Victor Kelaher, then 
head o f  the metropolitan police 
drugs squad. Kelaher, and fellow- 
drugsquadees, had blatantly fab­
ricated evidence against a Pakis­
tani family early in 1971. And 
had done so, it seemed, in order 
to cover over their own dis­
reputable activities; rumors o f  Kel- 
aher’s involvement in large scale 
drug smuggling were rife, and 
compounded by a Sunday times 
report that customs officials were 
eager to press drug offence 
charges against Kelaher.
In September 1973 Kelaher and 
four other drug squad officers 
(one o f  whom, Norman Clemence 
-  Nobby -  Pilcher had since left 
the metropolitan police and em­
igrated to, er, Australia) came up 
for trial at the Old Bailey, on 
perjury charges only. Prosecuting 
counsel was Brian Leary QC, the 
man who presented so determined 
a case against OZ two years ago, 
and whose righteous fury at the 
slightest mention o f  drug (ab)use 
in that magazine would have led 
the impartial observer to assume 
that Kelaher & Co were in for a 
rocky time.
This was not to be. Heavens to 
Betsy, no. Mr Leary, in fact, 
answered o ff  record journalist’ s
inquiries about the potentials o f  
the trial before it commenced 
with the words: “ Well, actually, I 
dont think we have much o f  a 
case against Mr Kelaher.”
Nor did he exactly rupture a 
spleen trying to make a case. 
Twentyfour hours before the trial 
began, Kelaher’s defence counsel 
was provided with a list o f  all 50 
potential jurors. This list was rush­
ed to Scotland Yard, who sum­
marily helped provide a name-by- 
name dossier o f  the jury panel -  
in time for the defence to object 
to 33 names before the jury was 
sworn in. Not content with sitting 
back while this particularly gross 
example o f  legal hanky panky 
floated past his nose, Leary pro­
ceeded to help turn what could 
have been (sob! gnashing o f 
teeth!) the grand expose o f  Drug 
Squad activities into a circuitous 
justification o f  devious police 
methods under strenuous condi­
tions -  a justification which, how­
ever, did provide the following 
memorable dialogue:
Mr Martin (QC for Kelaher): I 
suppose the work o f  the drug 
squad was rather like turning 
out the Augean Stable?
Chief superintendent Barnett 
(Kelaher’s predecessor as head
o f  the drug squad): E r . . .  Yes, 
Sir.
Mr Martin: The more you shovel­
led out the . . . um . . . the 
excreta, the m ore it came back 
again?
C. S. Barnett: Yes, Sir.
Victor Kelaher was acquitted 
on november 14, 1973, o f  con ­
spiring to pervert the course o f  
justice. His trial had been virtually 
unreported in the national press,
and only Private eye  and IT 
squeaked worriedly about the
trial’s apparent bias. Which is a 
shame; for it illustrates perfectly 
the means by which, British 
courts conspire to pervert the 
course o f  justice: through a com ­
bination o f  small irregularities, 
carefully chosen QCs, and the 
anxious desire o f each and every 
participant not to give the game 
away. A year ago, OZ magazine 
took up Release’s initiative, and 
campaigned to get amnesty for 
every drugs offender imprisoned 
by Kelaher’s squad. In 1974 it’ s 
going to be as much as we can do 
to stop the bastard jailing more.
*  *  *
LONDON’S first official com ­
mercial radio stations have now 
been in operation for two months, 
and already one o f  them is show­
ing signs o f  an early demise. It’s 
an interesting story.
There were two franchises 
available. One was for a music 
station, the other for a news 
service. Capitol Radio got the 
music, and the London Broadcast­
ing Company (“ The Independent 
Voice O f Radio News -  Ding!’’ -  
hereafter referred to as LBC) got 
the news. Which meant, apparent­
ly, no music. Theme tunes and 
jingles, yes; but not a crochet 
more. Capitol seems to be doing 
fine -  after eight weeks o f trying, 
they’re virtually as inane as BBC 
Radio One, get lots o f  ads, and 
(one must assume) a reasonable 
audience.
LBC is just plain boring. They 
operate a 24 hour schedule o f 
news every half hour and chat 
shows -  ordinary, unimaginative, 
inarticulate chat shows in be-
The National Library wants more under 
ground publications. Anything will d o . . .
newsheets 
collections o f  poems
pamphlets 
roneoed handouts
send them to : Australian Selection
National Library of Australia 
Canberra, A.C.T. 2600
tween. For eight hours every night 
they run an “ open line” . Which is 
to say that a broadcaster takes 
calls -  any calls -  from the 
lunatic fringe o f  insomniacs who 
manage to find a telephone at five 
am and comments on them. It 
sounds admirable in intent, inter­
esting in practice. It is neither.
Let’s take the practice first. 
The calls are badly handled. The 
broadcaster handling them is 
usually a pompous, insistent dul­
lard, who manages to squash any 
interesting dialogue that shows 
signs o f  emerging with his own 
conservatism. As an example, I 
heard this the other night:
Caller: I heard somebody say on 
this program earlier that strik­
ing workers ought to be im­
prisoned for the deprivation 
they cause their families, and 
you seemed to agree — 
Broadcaster: Uh-Oh, a marxist, if 
I’m not mistaken.
Caller: Yes, actually. Could I put 
it to you that workers who 
strike are actually trying to 
improve the quality o f  their 
family’s life?
Broadcaster: Before you go any 
further, define “ a worker”  for 
me.
Caller: Som ebody who sells his 
time to a boss at a fixed wage. 
Broadcaster: I suppose you ’d tell 
me that the boss doesnt work.
I suppose you ’d say that no­
body has to manage industry 
or own property —
Caller: Well, you ’re getting the 
idea -
Broadcaster: (all in the cheeriest 
o f  tones) You ’d like to see 
chaos, mate, anarchy is what 
you ’d like to see. Well, (cutting 
caller o ff) enough o f the idiots, 
on to our next ca ll. . .
That, as I live and breathe, is 
no exaggeration. It’s not only 
horribly reactionary, it’ s also very 
bad radio. And it is no isolated 
instance.
The intent behind such airwave 
clogging, the reasons for such 
heartbreaking ill use o f  an excel­
lent medium are apparently not as 
simple as one might imagine. Two 
weeks ago the staff o f  LBC, some 
o f whom preserve a spark o f wit, 
asked for an independent inves­
tigation into the activities o f  their 
directors. As the investigation has 
not yet taken place, we have no 
definite answers, and in Britain I’d 
be sued for printing what I’m 
about to write. You lucky anti- 
podeans, however, may have the 
unexpurgated story.
Several reliable sources (re­
member them?) inside LBC assure 
me that the station’s directors 
argued with the government be­
fore LBC went on the air. No 
radio station, quoth aforesaid di­
rectors, can operate successfully 
with so little music. Nonsense, 
replied government, it can be 
done, it has been done. Go ahead 
and do it. Ha! thought directors, 
We’ll show Them. We’ll operate a 
boring, subtly unimaginative talk 
show for as long as it takes Us to 
run up a loss big enough to 
convince the government they 
were wrong; get Them to give Us 
music, and then run a chat/music/ 
news station that’ll clean out 
Capitol and make Us a Lot O f 
Spondoolicks.
And remember, while you ’re 
ch u ck lin g , several thousand 
insomniac Londoners, some pos­
sibly bedridden, are being bored 
to an early grave by what must be 
the worst radio station in the 
history o f  the world. Marconi (or 
was it Bell?) must be spinning in 
his grave.
□
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O E T E R  STANSILL was a 
founding editor of IT , 
the British alternative 
newspaper. He now sits at 
the newsdesk of the 
Berkeley barb in 
California and will be 
monitoring 
movements along 
the West Coast for 
Daylights.
V.
THE BATTLE o f  Wounded Knee, long since abandonejj 
as good copy by the American 
news media, is now raging more 
bloodily than ever in the sacred 
hills o f  South Dakota.
Every few weeks, the body o f 
an Indian is pulled out o f  a ditch 
or a shot-up car somewhere on the 
Pine Ridge reservation, which in 
the past six months has seen far 
more bloodshed than in the whole 
71-day military-style siege o f  
Wounded Knee last spring.
The compelling symbolism o f a 
bunch o f  Indians seizing this small 
township on their reservation -  
site o f  a mass burial ground for 
scores o f  Indians wiped out by the 
US cavalry in the famed massacre 
o f  1890 -  has completely shroud­
ed the injustices it was designed to 
expose. It has been written o ff  as 
just another militant media prank, 
an irresistible, though short-lived, 
offering to the television cameras 
o f  the violence and theatrics upon 
which they thrive.
Even in an historical context o f  
genocide, government treachery 
and the resurgent spirit o f  an 
ancient civilisation, it is simply 
not a dramatic enough gesture to 
die squalidly by some deserted 
roadside these days, especially 
when the mighty invaders who 
robbed the Indians o f  their lands 
only two lifetimes ago are them­
selves discovering that their Great 
White Father speaks with forked 
tongue.
The real situation is more ex­
plosive than ever now, as the 
combatants prepare to move into 
the arena o f  the American law 
courts this month. If the occupa-
ript hasnt changed 
much for this 
next instalment. 
Officially, the 
cowboys are still the good guys', 
and the Indians are still the bad 
guys. One almost chokes on the 
irony.
What is actually happening be­
hind the media silence and the 
continuing violence and confusion 
at Pine Ridge is that the federal 
government is quietly and deter­
minedly attempting to break the 
back o f  the American Indian 
Movement (AIM), just as they 
tried to do with the Black Pan­
thers and the anti-war movement 
a few years ago. Their tactics are 
still the same — terrorism and 
harassment by federal agencies 
combined with vicious persecu­
tion in the courts.
Six AIM leaders who took  part 
in the occupation face 11 court 
indictments, which include ob ­
structing US marshals and FBI 
agents, assaulting and wounding 
an FBI special agent with a gun, 
larceny, possession o f  unregistered 
firearms, and conspiracy. They 
could get 95 years each. The trial 
o f  the two principal AIM leaders, 
Russell Means and Dennis Banks, 
opens in neighboring Minnesota 
today. No date has been set for 
the other four.
Perhaps they are the lucky 
ones. A  seventh key defendant 
and alleged co-conspirator, Pedro 
Bissonette, was murdered by Bur­
eau o f  Indian Affairs 
(BIA) police on 
October 17 while 
driving through 
reservation, where
involved in the struggle to 
kick out Chief Dick Wilson, 
the BIA appointee who 
controls Pine Ridge. 
A total o f  110 other Indians 
have been indicted on charges 
arising out o f  the Wounded Knee 
action, and the first 19 appear in 
court in Sioux Falls this month. 
Their rap includes interstate trans- 
poration and use o f firearms, im­
peding federal officers during a 
civil disorder, burglary, larceny, 
and other substantive crimes and 
conspiracy to commit them. The 
latest word from the US Attorney 
in South Dakota is that another 
200 people may yet be indicted.
It’s hardly surprising that tem­
pers are getting frayed in the 
office o f  the Wounded Knee Legal 
Defence/Offense Committee in 
Sioux Falls. They have had to face 
harassment in the shape o f  yet 
another federal grand jury, in ad­
dition to the one that handed out 
the 116 original indictments.
The Justice Department sub­
poenaed a total o f  30 AIM lead­
ers, defence committee lawyers 
and various people who voiced 
support o f the Indian cause, to 
appear before the jury -  without 
ever specifying what the investiga­
tion was about. This tactic effec­
tively tied up the defence effort in 
more legal red tape and further 
exhausted their already overwork­
ed team. In fact, as this was 
sprung on them, the defence com ­
mittee had to send out an appeal 
for other movement lawyers to 
come and help with the cases.
Grand juries have unlimited 
powers o f  investigation and con­
duct their proceedings in secret, 
and the Justice Department is not 
obliged to say what the scope o f 
the inquiry is. But it’s no secret 
that under the Nixon administra­
tion grand juries have become a 
weapon o f  harassment, intimida­
tion and repression against a wide 
variety o f  political groups.
But they were outmanoeuvred 
this time. Witness after witness 
refused to testify on the grounds 
o f  their Fifth Amendment rights, 
which allows them to say nothing 
that might tend to incriminate 
them. The investigation was called 
off, without anyone knowing why 
it started, but several new indict­
ments are awaited all the same.
However, none o f this legal 
mumbo-jumbo can be considered 
in isolation from day-to-day life 
on the Pine Ridge reservation. 
Five people have been killed since 
the siege ended in may, well over 
a dozen others have been injured, 
several critically, houses have been 
burned down, livestock killed and 
many families threatened.
This is mainly the work o f  BIA 
man Dick Wilson and his federal­
ly-paid gang who are fighting to 
retain control over the reservation 
with a program o f assassination 
and terror. This is certainly where 
it hurts most, these Indians, 
bought with paleface money, are 
brutalising those o f  their brothers 
who talk o f  dignity, freedom and 
justice, and pandering to the per­
sonal power trip o f  a corrupt 
chief.
It was precisely this type o f 
crooked leadership that the 
Wounded Knee action was all 
about, so Wilson has no doubts 
about whose side he’ s on. His 
targets are AIM people, Indians 
working with the defence commit­
tee and anyone who he even 
suspects o f  supporting the occupa­
tion, though he tends to avoid 
open confrontation with the arm­
ed AIM warriors, preferring in­
stead to pick o f f  unarmed family 
members.
Following two killings back in 
july and Pedro Bissonette’ s death 
in October, there have been two 
more murders in the past couple 
o f  weeks. Philip Little Crow was 
beaten to death -  his sister work­
ed with the defence committee -  
and a few days later a 14 year old 
boy  was found in a ditch, shot 
through the heart. So far there has 
been just one arrest. The law 
enforcement agency that has juris­
diction over the reservation are 
the BIA police, who work hand- 
in-glove with Wilson and his 
henchmen and are believed to be 
responsible for at least two o f  the 
deaths.
It’ s miraculous that the situa­
tion hasnt erupted into all-out 
war, and this cannot be ruled out, 
even though it would be a severe 
setback to the Indian struggle. 
AIM is very reluctant to show its 
hand while the whole leadership 
over 100 supporters 
are on bail 
trial, 
 did 
provide a 
looking 
armed escort for
challenged.
If the occupation itself failed 
to provide a real springboard for 
AIMs program, then there’ s a very 
good chance that the upcoming
trials will.
The analogy with the Black 
struggle applies only in terms o f  
how it is being confronted by the 
government, for the Indians were 
never slaves, nor do they live in 
any numbers in the thick o f  white 
culture. They have lived at one 
with the earth for thousands o f  
years on the only land they have 
ever known, until a warlike white 
race, spurred by a mercantile 
spirit totally alien to them, invad­
ed and defeated them and herded 
them into small isolated areas 
where they would hopefully be­
come extinct.
They didnt die out -  their 
birth rate is increasing — and 
while white American conscious­
ness is going through a shattering 
crisis o f  guilt, disillusionment and 
despair over its own excesses and 
its facile philosophy, there is real 
hope that the Indians throughout 
the country can emerge with some 
sort o f  control over their own 
lives.
But this cannot happen until 
they are assured o f  their 1868 
Treaty rights, their rights to land, 
water and self-government, over 
which they have been continuous­
ly double-crossed.
History has come home to 
roost this time around. For one 
thing, there’s an empathy with the 
Indians that never existed before. 
It’s no accident that thousands o f  
young white kids are living in the 
hills and forests, hunting and 
growing their own food, building 
their own shelter, and practising a 
hotch-potch religion o f  love for 
the earth and respect for all living 
things.
While the white man only hears 
the Indians’ material demands, 
AIM quite clearly see the struggle 
as a spiritual one. In the Wounded 
Knee bulletin, Kills straight, an 
Oglala Sioux from the Pine Ridge 
reservation, wrote: “ From the in­
side, AIM people are cleansing 
themselves. Many have returned 
to the old religions o f  their tribes, 
away from the confused notions 
o f  a society which has made them 
slaves o f  their own unguided lives. 
AIM is first a spiritual movement, 
a religion’s rebirth, and then a 
rebirth o f  Indian dignity. But sov­
ereignty, land and culture cannot 
endure if a person is not left in 
peace. AIM is then a new warrior 
class o f  this century, bound by 
the bond o f  the drum, who vote 
with their bodies instead o f  their 
mouths” .
This business about warriors is 
not just empty rhetoric. Just the 
other day came news o f  another 
impending fight with the feds, this 
time from Alaska. AIM national 
director Dennis Banks, undeterred 
by his troubles in South Dakota, 
said the organisation was prepared 
to take up arms and hit the 
warpath to halt the construction 
o f the Alaskan oil pipeline recent­
ly approved by Congress. He said 
it would cross Indian lands with­
out their permission, disrupt the 
wilderness and damage hunting 
and fishing territory.
“ The Indian response,”  said 
Banks, “ will make Wounded Knee
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THANKS
FOR
THESE
BOMB
TARGETS
UNCLE
SAM!
DEPUTY prime minister Lance ("Barnyard") Barnard is in 
Washington this week renegotiating 
the 25 year agreement that gave us 
the US military communications 
base at North West Cape — just one 
of a staggering 33 US military bases 
in Australia. Although ALP policy 
is for the complete removal of all 
foreign military bases, nothing con­
crete is expected to come from the 
talks with defence secretary, James 
Schlesinger, and the new hard line 
ambassador to Australia, Marshall 
Green.
Little is known about these 
bases and their function in the US 
nuclear weapons system. What the 
Australian government does know 
it is not telling us. Censorship in the 
form of D-notices covers the 
entire area. Technical complexity is 
another barrier between the truth 
and how you get hold of it. But for 
the past 18 months local radical 
groups have devoted long hours to 
researching this highly secret and 
complex subject. They now say 
they know more about the system 
than the Australian government.
These research groups provided 
the unauthorised, and hence illegal, 
material from which this report was 
drawn and we offer them our spe­
cial thanks. Paranoid politics is not 
our usual bag but we considered 
this material to be both topical and 
of importance to our survival.
MAP showing locations o f  some o f  the 33 US war 
bases in  Australia.
North West Cape provides a vital 
communications link for the Penta­
gon with its nuclear missile carrying 
Polaris submarines. The radio trans­
mitter at the base is one of the 
largest in the world and if there had 
been a nuclear attack, North West 
Cape would have been a prime 
target for retaliation. As Y. Shved- 
kov wrote in the journal Interna­
tional affairs which was published 
in Moscow in 1964, "Naturally 
countries on whose territory the 
various installations associated with 
the use of nuclear missile weapons 
in general and submarine missile 
carriers in particular are being built, 
would draw nuclear retaliation on 
to their territory." The source may 
be doubtful but the thought is 
frightening.
PINE GAP
THESE photos are illegal. I f  caught the photographer stood to 
receive a seven year ja il sentence. They show Pine Gap, America's 
insta lla tion near A lice  Springs, a place where the desert hums 
w ith the underground ac tiv ity  o f  a nuclear power reactor. A v ita l 
lin k  fo r  "S py in  the S k y " satellites, Pine Gap was an essential 
in fo rm ation  feeder to  the B52 bombing o f  Cambodia, N orth  
Vietnam and Laos It 's  p laying a big pa rt in a project, "F ractiona l 
O rb ita l Bombardm ent System", or, simply, "h o w  to signal 
nuclear warheads from  satellites".
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It may come as a shock for many 
Australians to realise their country 
is a primary target in the event of a 
nuclear war outbreak, but it's for­
tunate that we still have time to 
stop the proposed Omega station 
near Deniliquin, NSW and force the 
US to remove its other bases.
North West Cape was one of the 
US bases placed on a full nuclear 
war alert on October 21 when 
Nixon freaked over the Middle East 
crisis. He didnt bother to tell Aus­
tralia.
Barnard's mission is to seek 
"joint control" of the base. That 
would entail the Australian govern­
ment having access to the code 
system the Pentagon uses in com­
municating with the base and this 
seems highly unlikely.
Australian protest groups are
preparing for a "Long March" to 
the North West Cape base in may. 
It will leave Melbourne on may 4 
and drive through Sydney, Brisbane 
and Darwin to the base.
A "Short March" leaves Mel­
bourne on may 14. It goes through 
Adelaide and Perth to the cape. 
Frei, the New Zealand protest 
yacht, will launch an amphibious 
landing on the base to coincide 
with the groups from the inland. 
An air assault on the base is also 
being considered. The demonstra­
tors plan to take back possession of 
our land and remove the American 
flag. All are welcome.
Buses and other transport are 
being arranged and more details can 
be obtained from the Stop Omega 
Committee, box 215, Elsternwick, 
Victoria. 3185.
NORTH WEST CAPE
AN O TH ER  view o f  Pine Gap base. There are two other American  
installations in A lice Springs area.
N O R TH  West Cape m ilita ry  comm uni­
cations base. A t  this base there are 13 
1271 feet towers transm itting coded 
messages to Polaris nuclear missile carry­
ing submarines. This base is v ita l to the 
US in any nuclear war. The bottom  
photo  shows the series o f  towers and 
the o ther is a dose up to give some 
ind ication o f  the size o f  these antennas. 
U nfortunate ly m ilita ry  guards hampered 
dearer shots.
The emblem o f  N orth  West 
Cape base
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THE Very Low  Frequency antenna fie ld  a t N orth  West Cape.
LO C ATIO N  map o f  the N orth  West Cape base. The areas marked 
black are p roh ib ited  and any person caught on them by US m ilita ry  
guards is liable to seven years jail.
Exmouth & North West Cape 
LOCATION MAP
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WOODBOURNE
INSIDE Project Longbank a t Woodbourne, New Zealand. S im ilar equipm ent buzzes and hums a t 
Amberley, Queensland and A lice Springs. They say this equipm ent m onitors nuclear explosions tha t may 
contravene test bans.
However, the real purpose o f the bases is the classification, P A I  —  POST A TTAC K IN TELLIG EN C E. 
Meaning, in  the event o f  a nuclear attack by  the US these bases te ll them which missiles have exploded 
where and gives the seismic reading so effects o f  the strike can be gauged. They are essential fo r an 
immediate report on the accuracy o f  the particu la r missiles area. These bases also engage in 
GEOPHYSICAL W ARFARE — the use o f  underground nuclear explosions to IN T E N T IO N A L L Y  trigger
o f f  earthquakes in o ther peoples te rr ito ry !
IN C IN ER ATO R  fo r top secret 
waste paper. The sieve on the 
chimney prevents h a lf b u rn t se­
crets jo in ing  the smoke. Taken a t 
the US installation a t Wood­
bourne, New Zealand, and is stan­
dard fo r  a ll m ilita ry  installations.
THIS poster was on the wall o f  
the main electronics room a t 
Project Longbank (Woodbourne, 
New Zealand). S im ilar posters 
are believed to be on the walls 
in the many US bases in Aus­
tralia. The security on the 
bases is very tight, and al­
though there were rumors in 
New Zealand tha t US personnel 
took "anti-gossip" p ills  a t 
parties, it 's  a fact tha t the 
Americans do n o t speak to ou t­
siders except when in pairs.
Listening
NEW Z E A LA N D  demonstrators dosed down the US base a t Woodbourne by hold ing a rock festival. 
Participants were asked to bring the ir own rocks.
Come to
ferret
country
Fey,
funny and 
ferocious
We never closed
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Kids contributions can be sent 
to either the Sydney or Mel­
bourne m onitor. If you live else 
where, choose either one and 
enclose a stamped self address­
ed envelope. M ELBOURNE: R ob 
King, “ Lodge R alph” , David 
Road, Lilydale. SYD N E Y: 
John Geake, 17 Bridge street, 
Balmain 204 1.
A STRONOMERS are current­ly having a rough time over 
Kohoutek, even to the point o f 
being denounced in newspaper ed­
itorials. This week’s Kids page is 
therefore timely with LAW­
RENCE MILLETT who recently 
survived third form at a tech 
school, writing on the day the sun 
went nova in The nova's light.
This story is the third o f  the 
exploits o f  the remarkable Jerry 
Newton. Readers will be reassured 
to learn that on both previous 
occasions, Jerry and the world 
were obliterated. The artwork’ s 
by Heather Johnson and depicts 
the state o f our solar system 60 
seconds after the end o f  the story.
If you have nothing better to 
do with your mind during the 
holidays why not mail it to Rob 
King, at “ Lodge Ralph” , David 
road, Lilydale for MELBOURNE; 
or for SYDNEY to John Geake, 
17 Bridge street, Balmain.
IT SHONE with all its might, like a torch in the night o f  
space. The brilliance o f this torch 
switched o ff  all the other millions 
o f  torches in the twilight sea o f 
space. The furnace heat o f this 
neon and fluorescent smoulder­
ing ball could melt the hardest 
metals in the solar system.
There was a sudden flash o f 
light and heat. The sun had 
thrown out its fiery hands for the 
ninth time in 10,000 years. The 
eighth planet, Pluto was blown 
from its orbit, making a new orbit 
for itself, millions o f  miles from 
the last. All the planets shifted 
their orbits to make room for a 
new planet, a new sun from our 
sun, Mercury.
“ Well, Mr Newton, astron­
omers say the last time our sun 
turned nova was 16 billion years 
ago. The radio telescope at Green­
wich indicates that we are due for 
another one in six months” .
“ What?”  said Jerry Newton. 
“ But surely astronomers knew 
about this years ago” .
“ They did, Mr Newton, but 
they kept it to  themselves so as 
not to cause a panic. The govern­
ments o f  every country in the 
world have been notified. Most 
have already finished prepara­
tions. They have dug miles o f 
tunnels under the earth’s surface” .
“ But we didnt bring you here 
to tell you that. We brought you 
here to ask you something very 
important.
“ You are one o f the best and 
most experienced test pilots in the 
world, and you are a qualified 
astronomer and geologist. We 
want you and your wing com­
mander, Peter Johnson, to fly a 
test craft around the world during 
the nova” .
“ General Hawkins” , said Jerry, 
“ what about your astronauts. 
Why not use them?”
“ My entire team has been sent 
up to the MOL (Mobile Orbiting 
Laboratory). So it’s up to you and 
wing commander Johnson” .
,  -0
The six months passed like an 
atomic wind. Jerry and wing com­
mander Johnson were deeply in­
volved in learning everything they 
could about the LHS 11. There 
were only two weeks until the sun 
would flare out. The temperature 
rose steadily as the last days swept 
one by one, into past tense.
The landrover’s wheels bump­
ed, tossing Jerry and the com ­
mander around like a couple o f 
cracked ping-pong balls. The gen­
eral, who was sitting safely in the 
front seat, said that they had 
arrived at the airfield where the 
LHS 11 was awaiting their inspec­
tion.
Jerry looked out over the im­
mense emptiness. The wind blew, 
lifting the dust and swirling it 
around, making the blue sky red. 
The sun looked larger than usual, 
and brighter than it ever had 
before. The rock-faced guard at 
the hangar door turned to a small 
control panel and pressed a but­
ton. A groan echoed through the 
steel building. The general waved
his hand. From the dark mouth o f  
the man made cave came a yellow 
truck, towing a silver-grey, short 
winged aircraft.
The night was dark, and still 
warm from the scalding after­
noon, which preceded it. Jerry sat 
on a bench near the edge o f the 
tarmac. The last night had arrived. 
Most o f humanity had gone for 
shelter, deep in the man-burrowed 
holes. Others hid in the shadows 
o f caves, and the rest would die in 
the inferno which was to take 
place in 30 minutes.
Jerry stamped his foot on the 
white concrete, then looked up at 
the commander who was making a 
final check on the LHS 11. Jerry 
looked into the night, the stars 
looked back. He saw the com ­
mander jump down from the 
plane and look at his watch. He 
called out to Jerry that it was 
time, his voice echoing through 
the huge hangar. Jerry lifted him­
self from his bench rest and began 
to walk towards the hangar. Sud­
denly he stopped and sniffed the
air as if some ancient sense o f 
danger had sprung from his ape 
like ancestors.
Commander Johnson climbed 
into the plane. Jerry bit his lips 
and then looked up. The bright 
stars, the eyes o f the heavens, had 
closed. Night turned to day as 
suddenly as if someone had 
thrown an immense switch. Night 
to day, day to . . . Jerry could not 
imagine. He ran to the plane.
The first 12 hours Jerry and 
the commander did nothing. They 
had to wait until the sun had 
properly dried the earth. The 
night was hot. So hot that, even in 
the air conditioned cockpit, it 
grabbed at Jerry’s throat, and 
turned his head into a damp mop.
They flew in the shadow o f  the 
earth, constantly flying into the 
night. If they stopped they would 
perish in the lead boiling heat o f 
the day. They could stop only to 
make tests and to refuel. To lag 
meant death, to panic meant in­
sanity.
Jerry glanced at the fuel guage.
It read 1400 gallons. The first fuel 
depot was in view. Jerry placed 
his hand on a small lever, and with 
expert accuracy slowed the plane 
to a hover, 30 feet above the 
ground. The LHS 11 sank into the 
soft sand, near a huge, low lying 
concrete bunker. Jerry reached 
for his box o f instruments. The 
commander was already outside, 
connecting two insulated pipes to 
the LHS 11.
The heat fell on the two men. 
They breathed the burnt air which 
dried them from inside. Jerry be­
gan his tests. Twentyfour hours 
had passed.
The men climbed back into the 
plane. With almost his last ounce 
o f willpower in his parched brain, 
Jerry managed to open his mouth:
“ Hot day, commander.”
There was a brief silence as the 
commander broke his lips apart.
“ Yes, Mr Newton, hot.”
Jerry looked up and through 
the transparent canopy at the 
bright blue sky. It was the bright­
est sky he had ever seen, but the 
sun was not visible. The LHS 11 
gracefully sailed through the 
cloudless sky, sucking the fiery air 
into its intake, and blowing it out 
even hotter, sucking and blowing, 
sucking and blowing.
He looked at the ground. It 
was burnt wrinkled and charred, 
like the skin o f a potato roasted in 
a log fire. Nothing moved, nothing 
lived. It looked as if a plague had 
swept all humanity, all life o ff  the 
face o f  the earth. The LHS 11s 
digital clock counted the last sec­
onds o f  the novas fury off.
As suddenly as it started, it 
finished. The bright harsh light 
was gone. The stars opened their 
eyes once again.
“ Commander,”  said Jerry, 
"turn on the landing light.”  Jerry 
dropped the plane to the tarmac. 
The commander switched o ff the 
motors, and, when their whining 
cry had stopped, the silence hurt 
the two mens ears. Jerry looked at 
the huge hangar and the doors 
began to open. A  line o f  light 
from between the doors struck 
the LHS 11, making it shine in the 
darkness. The doors opened no 
further. A shadow appeared in the 
middle o f the crack, a human 
shadow. It was the general.
Jerry and the commander 
climbed out o f the plane. They 
walked over to the general. His 
face was white. He began to bab­
ble something.
“ M,M,M, Mr Newton. I have 
something to tell you. That was 
not a nova. It was a minor erup­
tion. The sun, our sun is about to 
explode” .
“ No -  no, it can’t be,” said 
Jerry. Tears formed in his eyes.
It was dawn. The sun began to 
rise. Jerry stood looking directly 
at it. Jerry saw the flames and felt 
the heat. The yellow turned to 
red, and then to blue, then to . . .
The sun ceased to exist, Jerry 
ceased to exist, the earth ceased 
to exist. All that remained was the 
dark o f space, and the lonely 
stars.
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angels at th party 
(for Mike)
here’s yr hip 
academic
disguised as a bum
pirate sweatshirt & all 
speaking (sincerely)
Of O'
JOHN CAGE in th living 
room
STOCKHAUSEN in th hall . . .
now
he’s at th gipsy’s side
across th bars o f shadow 
on her face
his CLEAN HOOKS go 
like some old boarding party
from out WYETH’S books 
on seas
that were described as 
‘high’ .
David Mitchell
& he’s trying t’get it all
together
like
a /b /c/ & he’s
trying to understand her 
he’s a dr. o f  ancient literature thinking/
& history
too
a p h d !
& he’s block’d out 
o f  his mind/for once 
& for all 
&
he’s all 
at sea . . .
th lady with th golden ear 
she
sits in th kitchen 
eating water cress & celery 
quite cool o f  course 
& daintily . . .
he says/ ‘LOVE yr rings 
& things 
now
wd you care 
to dance 
with 
me?’
th tatoo’d arm she sees 
before her
turns out t’be her own 
lacerated with th’acapuncture 
o f  those blueprints to her age 
she cannot share . . .
she says/ ‘ fuck yr bag & close 
babe’
LOVE’S the chance 
against th reign 
o f  time 
&
thats a cloak 
you ’ll never wear!
later
when th heavies go to werke 
( on th verandah ) 
he’s crouched in th’attick 
beneath th volumes o f  plato 
& baudelaire 
beneath th posters 
o f  marilyn & lenny bruce 
& carmen miranda
‘there must be some blood 
in her veins!’
later
much later/ he
sits pondering in th DEN
in th leather chair
with a cup o f pepermint tea
working on his novel (again)
he writes
I ‘that morning ARMSTRONG 
got up late’
but he leaves it now
for a new idea/yeah a book on
sharon tate . . .
trouble is
he cant think o f  a thing t’say
I
his wife comes in/ still in 
her fucken PARTY DRESS/
she says
its already been done/ dogface 
(she’s been reading herman HESSE)
tell me something real/ REAL 
he says/
she says OK/ th house 
belong’d to DORIS DAY . . .
‘why thank you pussy /  he says
says he . . .
she smiles . . .
he drinks his tea.
NEWS & WEATHER is edited/created by 
Nigel Roberts, Vytas Serelis & Richard 
Tipping. We solicit yr work; poetry 
graphics & intermedia, on the state o f  the 
state.
ALL THE MUSE THATS FIT TO PRINT.
The best poetry/resource book published 
on this continent is Kris Hemensley’s 
THE EAR IN A WHEATFIELD. Poet’s 
send $2 for a continuing subscription 
to K.H. 10 Rushall Crescent Nth Fitzroy 
Victoria 3068 Australia.
compulsory stop 
(for Nigel)
now
here’s th mystery!
he’s standing at th compulsory 
stop
with th crippled lady 
&
he’s toying with her crutch 
&
he’s reading aloud from some 
colonial history
sincerely/sincerely 
like it ws some
holy creed
/its th mystery 
th mystery!
cd be some prophet 
cd be some 
visionnary
like
albion’s seed
cd be a poodle 
on a lead
but it aint
. . . its just another p o e t ’s 
forgotten how t ’bleed . . .
i have t’tell him 
th heart o f  these facts 
ws once blown with song 
he sd-
botany bay’s where you belong
i have t’tell him 
dead
things rot & stink 
he sd
come over th LEAGUES 
i need a drink . . .
i have t’tell him i think 
he’s wasting precious time 
he sd-
it’ s mine! someone has 
t’chart these fatigues . . .
he’s sweating like th bridge 
he wants t’be 
under th horsemen!
/friend 
what we need is a poem 
that feeds itself
& leaves you starving/ its there! 
its in th rime! & next week 
like always
may yet be /  th holy time
ok /  so th poet’s AT HOME 
there he is!
sitting under th tassled lampshade 
chasing th acapulco moths 
o f  gold
bending th same old dumb 
circles
th times have made
beneath th parasols o f  bone . . .
he’s quite alone
though
this
is
something he
will never quite condone.
regulations require that he fast 
(he cant)
particular attention shd be paid 
to th denim
werkshirt
&
th stubbled chin: note also 
th heavy frown-
this denotes he’s busy 
yeah
taking himself in 
&
putting himself down . . .
ok/so th poet’s AT HOME 
i seen him at it last night 
sitting in th convict stone 
room
at th deal table
one glass only before him 
red wine/
ws it burgundy? 
ok/enough
th times are out o f  joint 
& so is he/
its rough . . .
but on th floor th cigarette 
packet bears th legend
GITANES
yeah, gipsies. & on th box 
o f  his werlde/too/there is 
this dark lady
dancing . . .
dont ask who/ cs he aint sure 
who’ll climb in th window 
who’ll break down the door . . 
/friend
its only just begun 
its only just begun
&
that’s how it is done 
under the sun
cd be some romantick 
indulging th deepest 
need
cd be some prophet 
pushing his strange 
seed
cd be a poodle 
on th plastick 
lea d . . .
but it aint /
. . . its just another poet 
studying t ’bleed . . .
Sydney nsw 
australia 
august ’ 72.
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Pull out the plug 
turn out the light 
there aint no MORE 
but it’s all right
M.LIKE ZWERIN once sat on 
the board of his father's steel 
works. His passport photo — 
taken in days of 
executive big shotism — 
shows a dead man. One day 
he walked out, drifted 
through Greenwich Village, 
played a slinky saxophone 
and eventually became 
European correspondent for 
the Village voice. 
(His most memorable story: 
the kidnap of Timothy 
Leary in Algiers by Elridge 
Cleaver). Since then he's 
been researching a book on 
racial minorities and has 
been a drifting freelancer.
He will be reporting 
regularly from Europe . . .
O
From MICHAEL ZWERIN in Villars, France.
ccupation is the imposition pie on my circuit turn sour.
o f  rule by aliens. North American 
indians are occupied. Australian 
aboriginals are occupied. Gypsies 
everywhere are occupied. Palestin­
ian Arabs are occupied. Breton, 
Basque, Lapp and Welsh cultures 
have been occupied by European 
states for centuries. The list could 
take up this entire page. I have 
been occupied all my life.
I would like to have feelings 
other than claustrophobia or isola­
tion for the place where I live. I 
would like for once to be govern­
ed by peers and to live in a 
community rather than some 
chance neighborhood.
For a while I thought my com ­
munity was the “ counter culture”  
or “ Consciousness Three" or 
whatever one calls that movement 
o f  the 60s . .  . until it became 
clear that the length o f  hair has 
nothing necessarily to do with 
what goes on in the heads under 
it, and that marijuana, while no 
worse than wine, is certainly not 
much better.
For a while it seemed as though 
“ we”  had a “ revolution”  going 
but it turned out to be merely a 
Megalopic burst o f  energy easily 
co-opted by the entrenched burg­
hers. Other people in cadres now 
spend their time ripping each 
other off, shooting junk, going 
into the old man’s business or 
wallowing in lost relevance.
With the first Nixon term I 
took solace in travel. I thought 
myself a repairman on some sort 
o f  cosmic circuit. Your scoop on 
the spot. Footloose, I called my­
self a citizen o f  the world. Friends 
and family all over the globe, my 
roots such as they ever were long 
withered in Manhattan concrete, 
at home nowhere, I was every­
where. I mistook alienation for 
freedom.
My circuit. New York, Paris, 
London, LA. The lights o f  our 
culture. The only lights, where to 
go to succeed. Succeed any other 
place and you were still smalltime. 
Cities, where the interesting peo­
ple are. I — watched
interesting.
Short circuit. Lights out. The 
grid trips. Overload. Pull the plug. 
Success goes in the other direction 
when the only success is survival.
“ Provincial”  is no longer pe­
jorative.
WHEN I moved to the south of 
France I was surprised to  find 
myself in Occitania.
Occitania is not a country from 
some Marx brothers movie. It was 
a flourishing culture until the 
Albigensian Crusades o f  the 12th 
and 13th centuries. The trouba- 
dors were Occitan. The Albigen­
sian Crusade eventually turned 
Occitania into the southern third 
o f  France. What little Occitan 
culture remains is mainly folklore, 
although two million people -  
mostly old mountain people — 
still speak Occitan (Langue d ’Oc) 
but the language is dying. The 
area has been invaded by city elite 
who buy second homes there, 
leaving them vacant for 10 
months a year. Whole villages lie 
dormant and the fabric o f  Occitan 
life is threadbare, so much so that 
the citizens o f  Occitania think 
they live in the south o f  France. 
Like farmers in the midwest o f  
the United States, or sheepherders 
in Wales, they do not like people 
from Paris, New York or London. 
They call them Ills. Them.
My Occitan village is at the 
foot o f  a mountain with a fertile 
valley on the other side. There are 
hills in the valley with villages on 
top o f each and even in summer 
it’s possible to drive through the 
hills without passing another 
motorcar. Cherry trees, melons 
and grapevines cover the valley 
and there is nothing seriously ugly 
for 50 kilometres in any direction.
My house has eight rooms, 
three fireplaces and a garden, and 
I only pay $40 a month rent. My 
margins, shrinking for years, be­
gan to widen. My eyeballs healed. 
I did not miss all those multiple 
“ what do you d o?" conversations 
’shouted over dinner 
tables in res­
taurants.
There were other refugees in 
the village. To the locals we were 
the ones who do not work. What 
do farmers know about agony 
over a typewriter? It was a shock 
to realise we might as well be 
wearing pith helmets and khaki 
knee socks, that we too were an 
invading elite . . . that “ we”  were 
“ them” .
THERE was no welcome wagon. 
Attempts to borrow milk or sugar 
did not always meet with success. 
From the beginning village kids 
threw stones at my dog Plouf, 
pulling his tail and tormenting 
him. He bit one o f them. Plouf 
was a city dog, confused without 
a leash and before the summer 
was over he bit three more village 
kids. Eventually he had to be 
done away with. Plouf’ s torment 
was a reflection o f  townspeople’s 
attitude towards us.
I felt doubly alienated now -  
alien from both city and country 
— from Occitan as well as French 
culture. Should I go back to the 
States? Try India perhaps? Africa? 
This was getting ludicrous.
I thought I might stay put for a 
change and try at least to make 
myself fit to live with, to work at 
controlling my aggression and to 
enrich not drain those around me.
We had our share o f “ Let's 
start a commune”  conversation, 
but communal spirit cannot be 
decreed. A community must grow 
and even a true commune in the 
midst o f a non-communal, alien, 
competitive society is nothing but 
a ghetto, something under siege. 
Starting a commune would not 
make “ we”  any less than “ them” .
Frankly, I began to get bored 
with the search. A  search for roots 
can be boring, a cliche. The only 
thing more boring than searching 
for roots is searching for a "mean­
ing”  in life and I was doing that at 
the same time. The search was 
alienating me even further as I was 
searching so hard I couldnt see 
under my own feet.
There was a flash when I met 
Nicole Le Garrec, a young Breton- 
ne who makes films about Brit­
tany as part o f  a small collective 
there. Her bouyancy and spirit 
stood out in such bright contrast 
to the usual hangdog attitude o f 
French youth. The way she spoke 
o f the village where she was born 
and lives, o f  the farmers and 
fishermen she shoots for her films, 
o f  her love for her tribe . . .  all o f  
it; older, less “ hip” , much further 
to the right in many cases but still 
hers, unquestionably and un­
flinchingly hers because they 
spring from the same soil. Her 
warmth and involvement describ­
ing their lives and even their pov­
erty was not something out o f 
political associations or doing bus­
iness togetner, a phony 
glow from
a quest for power or money. It 
had something to do with being 
part o f  a community.
I looked under my feet. In 
Occitania, as in Brittany, there 
was a movement towards grouping 
around common roots. True, this 
movement was “ manipulated”  by 
Gauchistes but still it was some­
thing moving in a still time. I was- 
pulled towards it because we 
shared the same enemy — the 
state. This new movement in Eur­
ope had taken concrete form after 
the summer o f  1968 when the 
counter culture died in Chicago, 
Paris and Prague. The movement 
included other indigenous nation­
al minorities such as the Basque, 
Welsh and even the tiny Frisian 
minority in the Netherlands. It 
grew while a similar movement — 
the American indian movement -  
was growing in the states.
Six thousand high school stu­
dents are now learning the Oc­
citan language, just about double 
the number learning it the year 
before. The most lively section o f 
the 1973 Avignon Theatre Festi­
val was Occitan theatre; written, 
produced and performed by 
young people in the Occitan lan­
guage. OC libre signs were on 
walls and bumper stickers all over 
the south o f  France and parents 
were speaking in Occitan to their 
young children.
I started reading the newspap­
ers with a new slant.
A delegation from the Ameri­
can indian movement visited Lar- 
zac to declare their solidarity with 
103 Occitan sheepherders who 
had been resisting the expansion 
o f a French army camp over their 
land.
Basque priests went on hunger 
strikes in protest against the im­
position o f  rule by an invading 
Spanish government. The Ameri­
can indian was saying “ no”  to 
occupation in Wounded Knee. 
The Welsh Language Society re­
fused to pay local taxes because 
the tax forms were not in Welsh. 
A Scottish Nationalist was recent­
ly elected to the English parlia­
ment. Alan Stiven became a 
French pop star singing in Breton, 
Joan Pau Verdier in Occitan. 
These languages themselves were 
political, as political as the hippy 
argot o f  the 60s, an expression o f 
individuality in an increasingly 
conformist state. A young person 
speaking Occitan was in effect 
saying with every word: “ Fuck 
you with your French state” .
I met young people from Oc­
citania and Brittany who were for 
the first time in generations reject­
ing French cities, cities were no 
longer the light for them, they 
would rather be poor among their 
own on what they began to recog­
nise as home territory.
There were not exactly mass 
movements. Except for the 
Basques, they were not making 
front pages, but you could feel 
the consciousness 
changing and,
I k *> y.
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living in the middle o f  it, I could 
see its significance at once. A 
reaction to what Erich Fromm 
recently described as "unrestrain­
ed industrialism, moral torpor and 
an absence o f  a shared ethical 
vision” .
WE HAVE all feared, riding the 
subway perhaps, that unrestrained 
industrialism could not go on for­
ever. On October 6, 1973 these 
stopped being mere fears. Western 
society was no longer something 
that was going to fall apart some­
day. It was falling apart now. Life 
would never be the same again. 
October 6 -  the start o f  the Yom  
Kippur war — changed the equa­
tion.
A society whose only religion 
had been “ MORE!”  could not 
hold for long without the immed­
iate prospect o f  indefinite growth. 
Without immediate “ MORE!” , to 
be English or French or American 
became less meaningful. A society 
with a tom  fabric suddenly found 
itself running out o f  thread.
You could feel it slowing 
down. If not for the terrible econ­
omic prospects, it was a relief. A 
miracle even. Less cars, less tele­
vision, less airplanes. Nothing but 
pedestrians on the streets o f 
Rome. You could look at it in the 
long run as the planet saving itself. 
But in the short run there was also 
less work and less profits and 
citizens were growing fearful. No 
more “ M ORE!” .
So the conclusion here is 
that the “ Movement”  o f  the 70s 
will be towards a new look at 
provincialism, that “ nationalism”  
will become radical and “ interna­
tionalism”  reactionary. Interna­
tionalism has proved to be only a 
euphemism for a society control­
led by “ efficient” multi State 
capital. Efficiency itself will prove 
inefficient in the 70s as overcen­
tralised power structures topple 
from their own weight. Internal 
colonies must break away from 
the big governments just as over­
seas colonies broke away from 
empires. The pendulum swinging 
towards larger political groupings 
for centuries has begun to swing 
back.
This thesis obviously requires 
substantiation. It raises many 
questions there is not room to 
answer here. Won’t a regionalist 
trend towards smaller boundaries 
around “ nations”  only lead to 
more xenophobia? Isnt xeno­
phobia exclusive? Racist? Fascist 
even? Hitler, after all, came to 
power as a “ National Socialist” . 
Do we really want to close our­
selves o ff  behind more borders? 
How would an Occitan state treat 
its Algerian minority? Would inde­
pendent small nations be eco­
nomically viable, even under some 
sort o f federal structure?
I could cite history, figures, 
facts, experts. There are experts -  
e con om ist E. F, Schumacher 
{Small is beautiful) for one -  who 
insist small nations are more via­
ble economically as well as social­
ly (to say nothing o f  less danger­
ous) than large states. They point 
to Switzerland and Denmark as 
examples.
LAST week two o f  the village kids 
who had tormented Plouf ap­
proached me and after some stut­
tering apologised. They had not 
realised he would have to be done 
away with; he wasnt really such a 
vicious dog they assured me. The 
following afternoon I taught them 
how to throw an American foo t­
ball on the village square. Yester­
day one o f them brought me an 
overflowing crate o f freshly pick­
ed grapes saying his father had 
had a big harvest this year. Today 
I dont feel quite so occupied, j— j
a short thought by Bruce Quilty
I DO not want to work today. I wish never to work again.
I head out on this bus with the same 
people on the same bus, cog-teeth links to 
cog-teeth, candle end burning into candle 
end, to  the end o f  our fucking days.
Big City: where, within the walls o f  its 
fin a n ce  creaming cenotaph-in-dead- 
moving-constant motion, my electrode 
flickers with those values “ above" me, 
and transistors “ below ”  me, who flash 
and flicker together in the tomb o f  dark 
so that we may cream, from the tomb, 
sustenance.
Sustenance -  but not too  much, else 
we may find cream enough to be utilised 
in escaping the grave but not too  little so 
that the illusion o f  well-being cross- 
mutates with the illusion o f  tea and 
biscuits and the illusion o f  ‘ liking our 
jo b ’ , o f  being honorably involved in a 
pageant o f  ‘ vocation’, the cruelled 
pageanteers laughing in a prison play.
I do not want to work today, I wish 
never to work again, not one millisecond 
o f  desire transmuted for a diatribe ever 
again. A  cause dies in my heart, a 
non-cause, money's cause. Can I not live 
again, again for the love o f  mankind that 
preceded My Punishment.
What we want to know, as we gaze out 
o f  this bus -  where crowded flock the 
enslaved o f  us -  what we want to hear an 
answer to  is ‘ lsnt there some way out 
there for me? Why must I, with “ untested 
brain capacity", work the life o f  a prison 
worker, the daily machine? I hate it, I 
hate it!’
Can you believe that we hate it? All 
my life I have believed and have been 
encouraged to believe in the exploitabil- 
ity o f  my talents as a writer, artist, 
thinker-philosopher o f  potential Now, 
more than ever in my life, I want to  BE 
these things and not have to THINK them 
ever again.
POINT OF
What I want to know is, should any 
man have to work one millisecond more 
for a thing which he neither likes doing 
nor supports wholly? No? Where then are 
the suitable alternatives which will em­
ploy his talents? Nowhere where capital 
gain does not bequest them?
Such is the actual bastardry o f  the 
corporate governorship, the rule o f  tech­
nocratic capitalists, that you cannot deny 
that my talents will never be used to the 
full in this society.
Why? reasons go on and on. They are 
as extant and total as the planetside trip. 
One, the evil o f  miseducation. Because 
the masses are miseducated, I must learn 
a colloquial language form for my expres­
sion if I am to reach them. Because o f  my 
own distinct kind o f  ‘miseducation’, 
specialisation, I have been unable to get 
on in the dirty tricks world o f  business.
And they cannot know, they that have 
this mortifying effect upon me. For there 
is no rapport, no exchange between divis­
ions.
Because o f  miseducation, these fellow 
riders on  this bus continue to stress the 
importance o f  a society o f simulative 
freedoms, o f  artifice and, after all, greed 
-  the death o f  personal goodness. All to 
miseducation, the perpetuation o f  a dia­
tribe dating back to royalist days; the 
wearing o f  uniforms, the bearing o f  uni­
forms.
When the kings at the top o f the pile 
stand back and look at all this torture o f 
this many humans in a historied pageant 
preceding, and then, extending beyond 
their lives -  if they will catch that vision, 
if they will bear holding that vision for 
one minute in their minds, how can they 
continue to blindly incinerate flesh in 
perpetual misery when men could be 
happy; they could be happy beyond 
belief.
I love you, I hate you: you twist me, I 
want to untwist you, but I can’t. I just 
can’t, as far as I can see, find a way o f 
developing the “ coverage” , the charisma 
that would enable me to  Messiah any 
change large or small. So that in the end, 
in the at-last, and before I die, I can 
become that which I have since boyhood 
intrinsically believed my birthright to 
become: simply, a poet.
A poet, a poet, I love the thought of 
it. A poet unscared by thoughts o f 
“ invalidity” . Unscared to the point o f 
bliss o f  total harmony. Able then to 
recycle this via invention, innovation, in 
many ways to the greater mind, Us.
Light, light, light -  light me a fire so 
that I may light another fire, and another 
and another in the invert gloom o f 
perceptual light: into darkness let me 
throw and cast a ray o f  love.
What I want to know is, can there be 
hope for us, the frustrated o f this world, 
this bus hurtling toward another equi­
nox? Will you find the right place for us? 
In Melbourne? In the country? Inter­
state? Some hollow, some payed place 
where we may burn on into our true 
functions, our true ambition; may we 
soon be allowed to steal on into the 
night, designing by pale candle glow, 
plotting goodness against ignorance.
The bus returns home -  and I return 
with it. The urge to not work one 
millisecond for the Enemy o f  my con­
sciousness has become the will to defy for 
at least one day. Will this be a day o f 
sweeping change for me?
Farewell to those riders on the chariot 
who have surrendered to failure. My will 
is that you shall not have to work 
mindlessly for the rest o f  your days. Will 
you ever see and change?
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H H E A B f i l f i t t
The dialogue between Art 
and Technology
HE RELATION 
between technology and 
the arts, heh? Not very 
difficult. Chopin, now, could 
not have written the music he did 
if he’d lived at the same time in China.
“ That’s because art must reflect soc­
iety,”  offered Neil.
“ Reflection, bullshit!”  roared the old 
man. “ Chopin couldnt have, simply be­
cause there were no bloody pianos. Use 
your head.”
Yes,”  said Neil. “ Art is determined by 
the society -  including the technological 
resources o f  the society.”
“ Determine”  is a causal word, boy. Do 
you  know any causal laws about society?
Jelly Roll Morton had the same musical 
technology, but he didnt write concertos 
like Chopin’ s.”
“ Well, he lived in a different society.
America was . . . ”
“ Stick to the point, Neil. You’ve lost 
it. Technology and art is what we’re 
talking about. The piano was a necessary 
condition for Chopin’s work. That is, 
without the piano, his stuff would have 
been impossible. But it was not enough, 
not a sufficient condition. What the 
sufficient conditions for any work o f  art 
may be I dont know. I rather doubt that 
there, are. any. Why should everything be
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explicable?
only think things are 
explicable because you oversimplify. You 
never ask questions o f  detail. Explain 
why the brass parts o f  Berlioz’s Sym­
phony fantastique sound peculiar. Go on! 
What’s wrong with the trumpets?”
Neil was stumped. So, I dont mind 
admitting, was I. The doctor sighed wear­
ily.
“ They sound funny” , he said, “ be­
cause the trumpet parts are very simple, 
their range is only a few notes, but the 
comets are skipping everywhere. And 
that is because it was written in 1830, 
before the valved trumpet, but after the 
cornet. Berlioz couldnt give the trumpets 
more notes, because the trumpets that 
there were couldnt play any more notes. 
The cornets could, though, and it happen­
ed to suit him to take advantage o f that. 
As I said, technology is a necessary but
not sufficient 
condition for a given work 
o f  art.
“ The same thing obviously goes for 
the other arts, even literature. If you ’ve 
got a purely oral tradition, the poems 
have to be very tightly structured, with 
lots o f  repetition, rhyming, strong 
rhythms, to make them easy to remem­
ber. Conventional epithets, too, to make 
the proper names fit into the metre. 
That’ s the source o f  “ bright-eyed Ath­
ena”  and “ wine-dark sea” . Once you have 
the poems written down, you can dis­
pense with some o f  that. You dont need 
to rely so much on memory, so you only 
use those mnemonic things when doing so 
has some point.
“ Writing as technology, eh? I thought 
you didnt like McLuhan,”  said Neil. It 
was a mistake.
“ I think”  said the doctor severely,
‘ that it is your round, 
Neil.”  He waited with ill- 
suppressed impatience until 
Neil returned. 
‘ McLuhan,”  I reminded him 
“ Ah, yes,” he said. “ On that subject 
there is much to be said. Most c f  it is 
rude.”  Plainly though, he was mollified. 
“ For the moment, I will simply concede 
that the invention o f printing, like the 
invention o f writing before it, was a 
necessary condition for the production o f 
new kinds o f poetry. Paradise lost, I 
think, assumes a reader rather than a 
listener. The meaning is too  densely 
packed, the words too carefully chosen 
for their precise, their very precise, mean­
ings and associations. You have to be able 
to read it, even the most attentive listener 
couldnt catch on to all that's going on 
there. But the sound is not so good as 
Homer’s work, because the Iliad, though 
written down, was regularly sung.
“ Coming closer to our own time, T. S. 
Eliot knew that sound was important, but 
he was reluctant to throw away the 
advantages o f  print and write purely oral 
poetry. He knew his audience would 
mostly be reading it. Can you imagine 
someone reciting The waste land outside 
a railway station? And Milton and Eliot 
are much better than most scribble-poets
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for oral qualities. You just couldnt write 
the Waste land in a preliterate society.”  
“ You ’ re going to keep doing this, 
arent you ,”  said Neil. “ Saying that with­
out the technology, or the medium, 
things are impossible, but with them the 
artist can use opportunities if he wants 
to .”
“ Exactly. Without the print medium, 
those poets could not have done what 
they did.”
“ Okay, so I’ll buy that. But where’s 
the relevance you boasted about?”
“ The artist” , I burst in, “ must know 
his medium, the technology he is using. 
Otherwise, he won’t see what is possible.” 
“ Excellent,”  smiled the doctor, ashing 
his cigarette down the side o f  his boot as 
is his custom. “ Blake’s engraving, for 
instance, or Beethoven wanting a Brod- 
wood piano. The best artists are always 
on to new discoveries they can use. Some 
even make discoveries. Van Eyck seems 
to have been the first to use oils rather 
than egg-whites -  yes, egg-whites -  for 
binding paints. Oil paints dont dry so 
quickly, you see.”
“ Those authentic artifacts from 
Niugini, for a start. Doesnt what I’ve said 
suggest that they’re not the work o f  the 
best present-day artists in their commun­
ity? After all, if you ’d grown up with 
only colored clays and bark, wouldnt you 
be excited by sheetmetal and Dulux? 
Now you see why I asked John to send 
me that strange mask made out o f  a 
kerosene tin instead o f  the traditional 
stuff the rest o f  you liked.
“ But we arent in Niugini. Look at our 
own society. Since 1945, our technology 
has changed almost as much as Niugini’s. 
We’d barely put microphones into guitars 
before the war. Compare that with the 
complicated things they play nowadays -  
much more o f  a change than putting 
valves on trumpets. Like that loud chap­
py, Frank what was his name?”
“ Zappa, do you mean?”  asked Neil in 
amazement. "But you almost walked out 
o f  the concert. Are you calling him an 
artist now? Bit of a switch, isnt it?”
"A n  artist? God, boy, that man is a 
genius. Extraordinary musical wit, too. 
But he’s just one. There’s some wonderful 
music being made. You should know, you 
spend most o f  your free time listening to 
it. My discomfort at the concert was due 
to the volume, which my old ears arent 
accustomed to. Volume in large halls was 
always a problem in the old days -  that 
was one o f  the reasons that the old music 
was so labor-intensive -  but I think 
Zappa takes it a bit far.
“ Could you really count rock music 
as art?”  I asked. “ I mean, like Mozart and 
things like that?”
“ O f course. Mozart wasnt recognised 
as the greatest composer o f  his generation 
in his lifetime. You boys are living 
through a second Renaissance. More peo­
ple are composing music now than were 
in the 1780s in Vienna. Poets are again 
able to command a larger audience when 
reciting to a simple stringed instrument 
like a lyre or a lute than when they 
scribble it down on paper. There are 
bards and troubadours in every coffee 
shop in the Western world -  do you 
really believe that none o f  them are 
producing anything worthwhile?
"I t ’s a different sort o f poetry, o f 
course — the new medium, or rather the 
return to something closer to the original 
medium o f  poetry, offers different oppor­
tunities. I dont have to imagine someone 
singing Desolation row outside a super­
market, because I’ve seen it. Poetry has 
become oral again. Look at Dylan’s 
metre. He has to have some, to make it fit 
the music, but he can fit a lot o f extra 
syllables into a line if it’s a line that is to 
be spoken quickly. It’s oral, or musical, 
poetry, but it doesnt have to be mnemon­
ic, because it’s on record first. This is the 
time o f  man! Bliss was it in that dawn to 
be alive/ But to be young was very 
heaven. This is the hour when the ship 
comes in, artistically as well as socially. 
Or even Shelley: Tell them that they are 
dull/ And bid them own that thou art 
beautiful. You stand at the dawn o f a 
new age. Dont you see that?”
“ A new age?”  said Neil.
“ It follows”  I said. “ Because o f all the 
new technology. So many things have just 
become possible. . . ”
I stopped, noticing the look o f  intense 
concentration on the doctor’s face.
“ I’VE got it!”  cried the old man sudden­
ly. “ I should have seen it immediately. 
It’s those hideous education places. That 
must be it! You dont realise you are 
living through an artistic Renaissance 
because o f  the damned schools and uni­
versities. He kept muttering under his 
breath and writing in hieroglyphics on the 
table with his finger dipped in a puddle o f 
spilt beer. Then he went on:
“ There are these bloody great educa­
tional institutions, full o f  large numbers 
o f  people with a vested interest in the art 
o f  the past. They are experts in apprecia­
tion and theorising about art. That’s fine. 
They can teach us much, both about the 
achievements o f  other times and about 
the process o f  understanding a work o f 
art. But their activities have the defects o f 
their qualities.
“ Having an English department has its 
disadvantages. Their very expertise in the 
past, in more primitive technologies, ren­
ders them insensitive to the opportunities 
provided by the new. Their very expertise 
in theoretical studies inclines them to 
state, and to solve, problems in a theoret­
ical way rather than by practical crea­
tion.”
“ What the hell” , said Neil, “ are you 
talking about?”
For the old man was no longer merely 
speaking, he was orating. His eye flashed, 
his nostrils flared. He had already knock­
ed his glass from the table with one o f  his 
extravagant gesticulations.
“ Ah, yes, some concrete examples. 
Well, take recording for instance. Once, 
the director o f  a provincial orchestra 
could be confident that very few mem­
bers o f  his audience had heard a partic­
ular piece recently, or that many o f  them 
had ever heard it played better than his 
orchestra could manage. Today, on the 
other hand, he knows that all o f  them 
could have heard it last night, and heard 
it played by the very best orchestras in 
the world. Indeed, even the best orchestra 
may not be able to play as well as the 
record they heard.”
“ How do you make that out?”  I 
asked. “ Better than the best?”
The old man was delighted to be able 
to explain his paradox. “ Better than the 
best could play, is what I said. For 
instance, when playing a long solo, even 
the finest musician might get tired. On 
record this is no problem. He can play it 
in bits, being fresh and rested each time, 
and the engineers will fit it together. The 
total result may easily be better than he 
could ever play straight through. If you 
can hear it better on record, why still 
have concerts?”
“ But if the musicians are actually 
there . . . ”  began Neil.
“ Yes, the answer seems to be some­
thing about immediacy o f  contact be­
tween performer and audience, feedback, 
the way every performance is slightly 
different. Okay. We could work out a 
theoretical answer along those lines. Then 
we could try and compose a work o f  
music in which these almost theatrical 
aspects, these features o f  the individual 
performance as such, are essential. We 
could embody our theoretical answer to a 
theoretical problem in a work.
“ Or we might think o f  the way in 
which every performance is affected by 
accidental sounds that happen inside and 
outside the hall. Trucks pass, people clear 
their throats and cough. (Not wanting to 
leave, I waved to Judy, who happened to 
be in the crush at the bar. Seeing the 
doctor in full flight, she nodded.) These 
also make each performance unique. If 
we simplify that to its logical conclusion 
we could write a work which consisted o f 
nothing but those sounds — a work o f 
silence lasting say for four minutes 33 
seconds, which composer Cage did. His 
works can be seen as highly imaginative 
attempts by an academician to compose 
works which embody some theoretical 
solution to our theoretical problem.) 
Why, thank you, m ’dear, he smiled in 
feigned surprise to July, as she put the 
drinks down on the table, for all the 
world as if he hadnt noticed my little 
pantomime.
"Is that all Cage is on about?”  I asked.
“ Not all, but I think that that sort o f 
thing is important in understanding his 
stuff,”  answer the doctor. “ Just try and 
frame a problem posed by technological 
advances, try and answer that question, 
and then see if any o f his works can be
seen as 3mbodiments o f  that answer.”
“ So what?”  said Neil.
“ Very simply, that’s what academic 
training does. Theoretical problems, theo­
retical solution. Now rock has exactly the 
same problem about performance, be­
cause it arises within its own technology. 
Rock didnt exist before records. But rock 
musicians arent theorists. They usually 
dont have academic training, at least in 
labor-intensive music. Consequently they 
dont theorise. They solve the problem 
without even formulating it, so naturally 
that it doesnt even seem to be a problem. 
You wouldnt dream o f  missing Bette 
Midler in concert because she wouldnt be 
able to use multiple tracking.
“ There are even separate categories for 
engineered records -  studio albums — 
and ones that can be performed -  live 
albums.
“ So those actually working in a new 
technology solve their problems in a 
concrete and even unconscious way.”
He then turned to sculpture.
“ It seems ridiculous to muck about 
with stone and cast metal when there are 
all these beautiful new materials around. 
Lot o f  fellers trying to ‘ come to grips 
with the Machine’ as they call it. Damn 
silly things they make, too , because they 
arent trained in machinery. T oo much 
thinking, not enough knowledge o f  their 
technology, same as Cage.”
"But you ’re not going to tell us that 
there is pop sculpture in the same way 
that there’ s pop music,”  objected Neil. 
“ People listen to rock at parties, but they 
dont look at sculptures. I mean, it’ s just 
not the same sort o f thing.”
“ They do in working class suburbs, 
Neil. Just about every group o f  young 
people today likes this stuff, with the 
solitary exception o f  those who have 
cultural pretensions, like arts students, 
and they’re blinded by their study o f  the 
past. All the other ldds spend a lot o f 
time and money improving the appear­
ance o f three-dimensional objects, dis­
cussing them and so on .”
Judy suddenly laughed, but Neil was 
as much in the dark as me.
“ Working class sculpture! I’ ll believe 
that when I see it!”  he cried, probably 
stung as much by the doctor’s sneer as by 
his own failure to see the point.
“ Remember what he has to prove,”  
said Judy, her eyes dancing. “ He worded 
that last bit very carefully. Just remember 
exactly what he said.”  She looked at me 
expectantly, but I still didnt get it.
“ I still say I'll believe it when I see it,”  
repeated Neil obstinately.
“ You have seen it, you just have very 
old-fashioned prejudices about what is 
sculpture and what is not, which I attri­
bute to your impoverished, stifling educa­
tion under the present system,”  said the 
doctor. “ I’ll explain it in academic terms 
if you like. The ancient Greeks made 
statues all the time. It was literally part o f 
their religion. The very best o f  these 
statues they counted as not merely reli­
gious, but as also being artistic works. So 
what do we make all the time? Whatever 
it is, it could easily catch imaginations in 
the same way that their statues o f the 
gods caught Greek imaginations. Now, 
Neil, what object is God in our society? 
You have often called it that, disparaging­
ly o f course. What material object is our 
God?”
“ The car, I suppose,”  said Neil. “ Sure­
ly you ’re not going to tell me that cars 
are sculptures?”
“ N o,”  chuckled the old man. “ No 
more than most Greek households had 
fine sculptures in the family shrine, and 
no more than a Greek corn merchant 
would put his com  in wonderful urns. 
Great art is often born from mass-pro­
duced rubbish. The Holden is, on my 
theory, about as artistic as the huge 
featureless vats the Greeks stored corn 
in.”
“ Well, that’s true enough,”  I grinned.
“ But the most beautiful urns and 
statues were art,”  was the reply.
“ Are we agreed on that?”  Which o f 
course we were.
“ Alright, now go home and read Tom 
Wolfe on the Kandy colored tangerine 
flake streamliner, or whatever it was. 
Even better, buy a hot rod magazine and 
look at the pictures o f  what they call 
“ show rods” . They’ re cars built simply 
for appearance. Motoring has given birth 
to new sports, why are you surprised that
it has given birth to new art-forms?”  Judy 
was almost crowing with delight at our 
confusion.
“ But my point” , continued the sage, 
wiping the tears o f laughter from his face 
with an old tattered greyish handkerchief, 
“ was that their solution is as natural as 
the rock solution to the problem o f  a 
performance. Rod fans dont worry about 
coming to grips with new materials. 
Chrome and metal are, just have to be, 
what they understand and work with — in 
the same way that I work best with booze 
inside o f  me.”
“ Okay,” said Neil, getting up to buy a 
round o f  drinks.
“ While he’s gone,”  I said, anticipating 
an awkward silence and very conscious o f 
the amusement in Judy’ s eyes. “ What 
about literature? You said that that was 
affected by technology too .”
“ Well, poetry is oral now, thanks to 
records. I mentioned that — and how 
recording rather than writing it automat­
ically solves Eliot’s worry about giving 
value to the sounds as well as to the 
meanings o f  the words. But novels, now. 
Cheap printing is the necessary techno­
logical condition for them. But they are 
affected by this too self-conscious aca­
demic theorising, just as music and sculp­
ture are. One o f  the main interests in the 
great classic novels -  what you might call 
the Jane Austen tradition — was the 
characters. That was the interest. And it’s 
all discussed in enormous solemn ponder­
ous detail in high school. Tremendous 
amount o f  waffle. But characterisation 
isnt the only thing you might tell a story 
for. Thanks, Neil. Nor, Judith, is theme, 
as I can see you ’re about to say.”  It was 
Judy’s turn to be abashed.
“ People write stories for all sorts o f 
reasons, among them to tell a good yarn. 
Look, what do the people we might 
expect to know what’s going on — the 
educated young people who are free o f 
alien prejudices derived from training in 
the more primitive traditions — what 
books do they read for fun? Before the 
war it was detective stories. I remember 
in the 50s some time somebody wrote in 
some literary journal what had been 
perfectly obvious to  me for 20 years: that 
if a person had something to say, in 
elizabethan times he wrote a play, in the 
19th century he wrote a novel, but now 
he wrote a detective story. In the 30s a 
woman called Dorothy Sayers wrote a 
four volume examination o f  love and 
gratitude, in the form o f  murder myster­
ies.
“ But now we’re into the 70s. What do 
these people read today? Fantasy, child­
rens books, science fiction . . . I’m not 
going to be able to argue this in detail, 
the bloody bar’s shut already. Just think 
about it.”
“ So what is the relevance.”  said Neil.
“ Almost there, m’boy. What you call 
relevance, what I in my old fashioned 
way call the moral, is this. If you want to 
be a great artist today, keep out o f  the 
English department, the art school, the 
conservatorium, the film club who’ve just 
discovered that Disney’s Fantasia is a 
work o f  art. They represent the establish­
ment in art. They are overburdened with 
theory, their training is inhibiting, in this 
new age.
“ If you listen to them, your work will 
be limited, restricted, because o f  their 
lack o f  vision. It will have a very small 
market, too, because only someone with 
a similar training can reconstruct the 
chain o f  abstraction to the theoretical 
problem, the theoretical solution, and the 
embodiment o f this in the work they are 
experiencing.
“ Artists do things, rather than think 
about them. They get concrete things and 
make, they dont abstract for the sake o f 
it. They work at the borders o f  the 
technology they know. Composing labor- 
intensive music or scribble poetry or 
character-novels is as hard for us as 
Boileau said writing poetry in latin was 
for his contemporaries. Here we are, with 
a whole new world o f  technological pos­
sibilities to explore. Why go footling 
round with imitating the past? That 
playwright Williamson, lectures in ther­
modynamics, not drama . . . ”
He was talking as Fred the barman 
gripped him firmly by the collar and 
directed him out on to the street. i— i
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O NE VERY stoned night a friend explained: “ God is a 
DNA molecule,”  and this in­
credibly divergent idea exploded 
in my brain like an Opera House 
firework -  all flashes, sparkles 
and secondary explosions.
DNA is a peculiar piece o f 
protein chemistry that has this 
mysterious desire to replicate it­
self and all life forms can be 
viewed as an expression o f DNA’s 
will to maximise itself through 
variety and complexity. So here 
we are along with monkeys, 
amoebas and flu viruses all locked 
in a blind dance at the DNA 
benefit ball.
It’s a good theory because it 
explains so much with a com fort­
ing fatalism. Moonshots are 
DNA’s means for real estate de­
velopment and man made nuclear 
radiation is merely DNA’s means 
o f  hastening genetic mutations for 
variety. Evolution is the mechan­
ism by which DNA covers its bets 
for maximisation. Each species 
form carries a projection o f the 
Big D’s will to replicate and 
maximise and they go to it until 
they get the gong either for failing 
to come through with the goods 
in a changed environment or else 
they over do it and in their over 
population begin to reduce Grand 
Total DNA in the environment. 
Either way species are superseded, 
life goes on, that is DNA repli­
cates relentlessly.
Which is a preamble to say my 
DNA is jumping with species con­
cern. It’s the era o f ecological 
doomsday warnings but bear with 
ne while I overstate another. 
Nature (the divine will o f  DNA 
made manifest) is diversity. It is a 
vast complex o f  interwoven, inter­
dependent systems o f  life.
Now peoplekind for the past 
200 years have been locked into 
an analytic mode o f thinking, 
which has created a faith that all 
and any problem can be solved by 
breaking things into parts, isolat­
ing ’em in time and space, separat­
ing extraneous variables, test tub­
ing and so on. The image deep in 
our collective consciousness is 
that o f  the white coated, noble 
benefactor o f  peoplekind -  T:he 
scientist, selflessly toiling to find 
The Formula, the magic simple 
solution to The Problem. Times 
have changed some, for we now 
appreciate that the selflessness is 
probably motivated by a great 
whacking salary from Honeywell 
Inc and the formula is a new 
chemical with which to burn, 
starve or gas Asian peasants -  or 
us.
But for a long time the magic 
o f  the Simple Scientific Solution 
has held sway and power elites 
have devoted large slabs o f our 
social resources to implementing 
simple, uniform solutions.
Consider the Conquest o f  Agri­
culture. The image conjured up 
here is o f  vast fields o f  grain 
extending to all horizons with 
mechanical harvesters six or more 
abreast, bringing in the bounty. 
The simple formula is mechanisa­
tion plus chemicals plus improved 
seed strains equals plenty. The 
reality is that people who previ­
ously lived comfortably on the 
land were dispossessed (either by 
collectivisation or by the capital­
isation required for such projects) 
and shifted to urban centres to 
work in the factories producing 
the chemicals and machines. And 
the land has been turned into 
ecological deserts o f  monocultures 
that require more and more o f our 
energy resources (via fertilisers, 
insecticides, fungicides, their man­
ufacture and distribution) to 
maintain. Because nature aint like 
that. The time tendency is to­
wards variety and since time is on 
nature’ s side, it is the certain
Communities involve work, work 
involves a group structure for 
decision making about obligations 
and priorities, and decision making 
involves conflict. Graeme Dunstan 
gets involved in the problem....
result o f  a gradual erosion o f  the 
people-made constraints on the 
system.
One cannot deny analytic sci­
ence its successes but its con- 
quistadorial confidence-and nar­
row vision have been, in mass 
application, a uniform disaster. In 
our generation thinking has evolv­
ed and the new emphasis is 
ecological. The future agriculture 
is envisioned as a return to small 
scale husbandry where the plant­
ing and tending o f  highly sophisti­
cated polyculture schemes imitate 
rather than dominate the pro­
cesses o f  nature.
Of course the institutionalised 
power elites like the department 
o f agriculture, the CSIRO, the 
finance houses and the graziers 
associations are still locked into i 
uniformity and specialisation. 
Still, transfer o f  ideas precedes 
transfer o f  power and the writing 
is definitely on the wall. There 
was quite a scare here in northern 
NSW this season when the wheat 
cockies found that their mass- 
planted, new species o f  CSIRO 
certified rust resistant wheat was 
not so. That tricky rust naturally 
mutates faster than CSIRO can 
mutate wheat, and China wheat 
for Gough nearly went off.
There are lots o f other ex­
amples o f  ecologically unsound, 
people-imposed uniformities. The 
one that has really got my DNA 
pickling is the incredible uniform­
ity in the way we live.
Right across this vast continent 
there is a bleak sameness about 
our lifestyles and I have this 
paranoid picture o f  bloated pluto­
crat, replete with spats and top 
hat, somehow, somewhere, farm­
ing us. Ticky tacky suburbia and 
pokey flats are the cultivation 
plots, mass media and plastic 
foods the artificial fertilisers, 
schools are both the greenhouses 
and the quality control agents, 
and the crop? -  why it’s a bounti­
ful supply o f  mindless consumers 
and placid producers. Now nature 
dont like it one bit so some 
counter uniformity agents have 
been introduced like urban pollu­
tion, analgesic addiction, suicide 
and factory strikes held just to 
break the monotony.
It’s excessively paranoid I 
know, but the fact is there is a 
prevailing uniformity. Country 
towns like Armidale pretend to be 
urban suburbs, a man farming
13,000 acres has a home like an 
insurance executive on the North 
Shore (except that his backyard is 
bigger). And when you examine 
what is meant by decentralisation, 
urban development etc, it all 
comes down to the same. More 
quarter acre nuclear family 
utopias, more suburbs, more cities 
in the country. And it is not as if
all people are happy in this life­
style, far from it. It is just that it 
is the single simple solution for 
housing, the magic formula plus 
increasing applications o f  pharma­
cology, psychiatry and con­
stabulary to hold it together.
I can §ee that in forming a 
single nation on this vast con­
tinent, uniformity at the time o f  
federation was a necessity to 
define the nation. But uniformity 
goes on going on even though the 
immediacy o f mass communica­
tions, the global village, has usurp­
ed the rationale. Now we can live 
as groups emphasising and rejoic­
ing in our differences and view the 
pnatiorf^ndeed th e , world, as a 
collage o f  differences. For a vision 
o f Australia Unlimited just 
imagine what it would be like if 
people collected together not on 
the criteria o f  the money they can 
raise for a flat or house, but on 
the basis o f  affinity o f  interests. 
One highrise flat block could be a 
concentration of, say, lapidary 
enthusiasts who by sharing re­
sources could collectively own 
and operate polishing and cutting 
equipment in the basement, a 
display centre, a bus for fossicking 
trips and so on. The next block o f  
flats might be a collective o f 
dramatists who operate their own 
theatre downstairs, act as a base 
for a travelling circus, drama 
workshops and so on.
What a vibrant community 
such variety would engender. Be­
cause when people commit their 
energy to a common project, the 
result is not the sum o f  their 
collective energies but something 
much, much more. It’s a veritable 
chain reaction explosion o f
creativity such as we experienced 
at the Nimbin festival. And the 
experience is life affirming be­
cause when you see the results o f 
your ene’rgy changing your en­
vironment, social and physical, to 
something you want to be part of, 
then you are part o f  it. You see 
yourself reflected there as part o f  
the variety o f  nature and it is a 
profoundly satisfying experience 
personally and an ecstatic group 
high collectively.
Which is why Nimbin now, for 
all its ups' and downs (that’s varie­
ty after all), is so dear. It is an 
intentional community, the only 
one o f  its kind and size to break 
the uniform rule o f  suburbia.
But the big question is, why 
arent there more Nimbin-type ex­
periments? “ One, two, three -  
many Nimbins!” is the slogan o f 
this now regenerated superfest. 
Why is it, when so many are so 
discontent with their lot, Why is it 
that they are unable to come 
together as a working group, to 
share their energies and resources 
and to make different lifestyles 
together?
It is not a matter o f informa­
tion -  there are oodles o f  how-to- 
do-it publications. It is not a 
matter o f  technology -  we have a 
superabundance o f  techniques. It 
is not a matter o f  money -  
money, or the lack o f  it, is just a 
no action excuse in this richly 
endowed country, eg. the Tuntable 
Co-operative is getting about 
$2000 a week on its speculative 
share call. And it is not a matter 
o f  energy -  it is in our blood, for 
less then 100 years ago our 
pioneer fathers were creating 
towns like Armidale and Nimbin
with lesser tools than are available 
to us now.
No, the source o f  the inertia is 
in the relations between people. 
People fear their vulnerability if 
they face the option o f  opening 
their lives to variety. Yikes, they 
argue, it is a drastic enough adjust­
ment just structuring a common 
reality between me and my 
spouse/lover and the bigger the 
group, the bigger, exponentially, 
are the complications in sorting 
out a common reality.
We have been conditioned to 
private lives and, indeed, there is a 
whole tradition o f  bourgeois intel­
lectuals who affirm that their hap­
piness is in the unhappiness and 
pain o f  being an outsider. Inevit­
ably the transition from egocen­
tric living to group centred living 
is, in prospect, an existential leap 
into the unknown and fraught with 
doubt about ego safety. Can I 
trust the group, will it be stable or 
love me and leave me, will I be 
crumpled, neglected or rejected, 
will I be swamped, lose my in­
dependence, lose my very self?
So few take the leap. For some 
they never are able to find a group 
they can trust which may or may 
not be a rationalisation. Others 
prefer the devil they know. Re­
member Bilbo Baggins who lived 
in a comfortable hole in the 
ground from where a joint adven­
ture to Lonely Mountain for- 
boded many avoii^ti(e dangers, 
avoidable by sitting pat.. But he 
went and wow! How it turned his 
life upside down and left him 
enriched with new friends, wiser 
and bigger for the life o f  action so 
experienced.,;.
This human relations matter 
goes further than just the problem 
o f getting intentional commun­
ities initiated, it is also prob­
lem o f  keeping them functioning. 
Communities involve work, work 
involves a group structure for 
decision-making about obligations 
and priorities, and decision-mak­
ing involves conflict. Conflict is 
the dynamic o f  a community, the 
process by which communities 
grow and change. Conflict is a 
natural group phenomenon and it 
requires a group process to resolve 
it. But I have experienced groups 
that have resisted the recognition 
o f any conflict resolving or deci­
sion-making structure for fear that 
it would encroach on “ own thing”  
trips. I have also experienced 
group conflict denied instead o f  
resolved because it was disjoint 
with the love, peace, freedom 
ideals with which the group 
bound its reality. In both cases 
the group were paralysed because 
they were quite unable to focus 
group energy.
....and is working on its solution
r HAT'S the problem defined. It is proposed to have a 
five-day live in workshop to con­
sider the human factors for in- 
:entional communities. We want 
to talk about techniques and 
rituals for resolving group conflict 
and facilitating a common struc­
turing o f reality that bruises no 
one. More than talk we want to 
experience it as a group during the 
workshop.
There is much Nimbin thinking 
m the workshop but on a much 
reduced scale with maybe 50 par­
ticipants. It will have a beginning, 
an opening by Frank Wigham, 
community development lecturer 
with UNE Extension, who has just 
come back from a tour o f  com ­
munities in North America. And it 
will have a summing up end. The 
middle will be what people make 
in their group interactions. A 
spirit duplicator will be available 
for people who want to pam­
phleteer and produce papers on
the proceedings.
The scenario is some sheltered 
bush land on a creek behind Armi­
dale. When you arrive you will be 
separated from your vehicles, put 
upon the Mayflower and sailed 
across the fields to the isolated 
camp. Dumped there you will be 
like the pioneers who first came 
to the land. The community is to 
be made and you are to make it.
The dates are february 15-20. 
So if you have got some time left 
in your holidays come along. We 
emphasise that it is a workshop 
and not a festival (I think there’s a 
difference) and the hope is that 
seed people ie them that is waiting 
for a context and a season to 
germinate and release their 
energies, will be the participants. 
But there aint no way to tell a 
good seed till it flowers, so come 
if the idea moves you. The work­
shop fee is six dollars per head to 
cover set up and publicity costs.
We are not advertising widely
or long because we reckon that, as 
with the Nimbin festival, the peo­
ple that do come are the people 
that ought to come. By natural 
selection the people the idea o f 
the workshop reaches and with 
whom it resonates with meaning, 
are the people who will make it 
happen.
For more information write to 
the Alternative Living Founda­
tion, which is a newly formed 
New England group, PO box 126, 
Uralla, 2358.
It is the long range aim o f  the 
Alternative Living Foundation to 
get an intentional community to­
gether here on the New England 
tablelands. Again as with the Nim­
bin festival, this workshop o f  seed 
people we hope will be the collec­
tive seed for a coming-soon com ­
munity. Remember the slogan -  
“ One, two, three -  many Nim­
bins!” It’s the divine will o f  DNA.□J
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The music went round and round
event o f the year was the release 
o f the original Byrds reunion al­
bum. The Byrds in their various 
forms have exerted an almost 
mystical grip on their devotees, o f  
which this writer freely admits he 
is one. The reconstitution o f  the 
original five Byrds was no disap­
pointment, although the virtues o f  
the record, extraordinary six and 
12 string guitar playing, and refin­
ed use o f  the moog synthesiser, 
were by no means apparent on 
first listening. Just about all the 
present and former Byrds had a 
bash at solo work in one form or 
another, but with the exception 
o f  the odd track, nothing out­
standing resulted.
Neil Young got down a good 
live album and Dylan showed gen­
uine signs o f  resurfacing after 
many years o f wallowing in uncer­
tainty. Death continued to be 
fashionable, with Gram Parsons 
assuming mythical importance 
and the Allman Brothers enjoying 
their best year yet. It was a 
distressing comment on the state 
o f music in 1973, when the All- 
mans were about the best anyone 
could come up with as "band o f 
the year".
On the lunatic fringe, Zappa 
delivered an embarrassingly bad 
set o f  concerts in Australia and 
just about got away with it, Beef- 
heart continued in his heroic 
struggle to prove to the world that 
it is Zappa and not himself who is 
crazy. It is, perhaps fortunately, 
still too  early to take Alice Coop­
er or his music, seriously.
In Australia the new national­
ism gripped the recording industry 
and it became something close to 
treason to knock the local talent. 
A certain amount o f  rationalisa­
tion took place as it became obvi­
ous that this country does not 
have the population to support 
more than a dozen well equipped 
bands.
As in England and America the 
bands that were successful here 
were 60s bands. There was a 
decline in the amount o f  sheer 
incompetence and the odd exhil- 
erating performance. Chain before 
the Sunday afternoon Rolling 
Stones concert at Kooyong, and 
Mighty Kong at a union night at 
Monash, retain a place in my 
memory. There were bands which 
handled two lead instruments, but 
there was plenty o f  bash, and the 
vocal scene continued to be a 
disaster area.
There was little reason for any­
one but groupies, hopefuls and 
those caught up in the boy scout 
enthusiasm o f  the promotions set 
up, to buy Australian albums. 
And the flourishing import shops 
enabled anyone with any sense to 
avoid local pressings o f  overseas 
records.
Nineteen seventythree may not 
have been an earth shattering year 
for music, but one thing is for 
sure — and that is that this year is 
going to be worse. A world short­
age o f  PVC (the stuff records are 
made o f) is likely to induce a play 
safe policy on the part o f  the 
companies, and so even if some 
really innovative music is develop­
ed, the chances are against it being 
recorded.
Well established middle o f  the 
road bands or performers (o f the 
Neil Diamond ilk) will be flogged 
to death, and under the new 
media policies o f  the government 
we will be subjected to increasing 
quantities o f locally produced 
music on radio and television. If 
the shortages o f bunkering oil 
continue the flow  o f  records from 
England and America might even 
dry up.
ju n to s t t c
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ROB KING
with its daring vocal posturing and 
dramatic instrumental arrange­
ments. If mass society survives 
then Bowie’s intimacy and elab­
orate game communication will be 
o f  inestimable therapeutic value.
It is the city music o f  our 
times, even if it does have a 
somewhat futuristic appeal in a 
country like Australia. At the 
other end o f  the spectrum, Gary 
Glitter started the year sounding 
like Elvis Presley and ended it 
sounding like John Lennon, some­
how establishing himself in be­
tween as Glitter’ s ambassador to 
the teeny-boppers — not a bad 
achievement for an ageing failure.
Yes and, in particular, Rick 
Wakeman acquired a substantial 
following, especially among hip 
kids. Perhaps it is something to do 
with the commonwealth, but Aus­
tralians seem easily impressed by 
the classical pretensions o f  bands 
like Yes and King Chrimson. The 
vocal style o f Jon Anderson saves 
Yes from complete mediocrity, 
but the music remains over-all 
abrasive and repetitive.
The Six wives o f  Henry the 
eighth was an ambitious attempt 
to synthesise the predominant 
musical styles o f  the past ten 
years, but despite some impressive 
passages, much o f  it came danger­
ously close to muzac. Mike Old­
hams Tubular bells had similar 
pretensions, and was remarkable 
for being the work o f  a young 
musician. But although interest­
ing, it was an ethereal and one 
dimensional work.
In desperation, some turned to 
European bands, especially from 
Germany and Italy. But since 
these bands were themselves try­
ing to sound like the current 
English Heavies, this kind o f ex­
periment was doomed to disap­
pointment. One can understand 
the frustration o f a German band 
which discovers that the current 
rave in England is trying to sound 
like Bach, but it just doesnt help 
to turn round and try to sound 
like Led Zeppelin.
In America, the scene was not 
much healthier. The west coast, 
long the most fertile breeding 
ground for bands, had another 
quiet year. The Grateful Dead 
finally extricated themselves from 
Warner Bros, and recorded an 
enjoyable but unspectacular al­
bum, Wake o f  the flood. Eagles 
second album, Desperado, con­
firmed them as the most imagina­
tive and stylistically aware o f the 
new bands to arise from the ashes 
o f  the old.
For some, the most important
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monde o f  paranoia, schizophrenia, 
degradation, pill-induced violence 
and suicide” .
The sound is largely the crea­
tion o f  Bob Ezrin, Alice Cooper’s 
producer. Reed admits that it is 
not a nice record, but that this is 
not quite the point. Both he and 
Ezrin have proclaimed it to be 
their finest work, and it should 
also be added that it represents 
the greatest achievement o f  Jack 
Bruce since Harmony Row. 
Reed’s compassion, and the deli­
cate and fragile balance between 
instinct and civilisation which he 
sustains, enables him to create 
dignity out o f  degradation, mirac­
ulously reversing the predominant 
trend in popular music.
In a similar vein, the Rolling 
Stones attempted, and pretty well 
succeeded, to  create a worthy 
successor to Exile on Main street. 
In Goats head soup they moved 
ever closer to a subliminal form o f  
music, Mick Taylor’s guitar solo at 
the end o f  One hundred years ago 
constituting a near perfect exam­
ple.
But with the Stones we saw the 
perfection o f  a form rather than 
the creation o f  anything new. 
Goats head soup was well and 
truly anticipated by Sticky fingers 
and even parts o f  Let it bleed.
Glitter, which came to mean 
soft core decadence, was in vogue 
for most o f the year, its ex­
ponents ranging from the enig­
matic David Bowie to Alvin Star­
dust. Bowie’s Aladin sane was an 
only slightly flawed masterpiece
N INETEEN seventythree con­firmed what has been be­
coming apparent for a number o f 
years, that rock is deeply rooted 
in the period 1964-1968.
It was a year o f aged and 
ageing stars in which we saw an 
increasing distance separating the 
performers from their predom­
inantly young audience. It was a 
year without major stylistic in­
novation, despite some successful 
synthesis o f  earlier developments. 
Some musicians attempted to re­
turn to the source period seeking 
solace or inspiration. David Bowie 
and the Who produced commer­
cially successful albums in this 
genre.
As in ’71 and ’72, decadence 
was the word on everyones lips. 
But the prospects o f a full blown 
lapse into decadence, glorious or 
otherwise, were marred by the 
uneasiness, the tension which ac­
cumulated during the year to fi­
nally erupt in the Middle East and 
spread outwards in what has inap­
propriately been termed the ener­
gy crisis. Bands increasingly opted 
out o f the question o f  lifestyle to 
settle into the much safer role o f 
entertainer.
In Britain, Pink Floyd stayed 
close to the minds o f their head 
audience in Dark side o f  the 
moon, one o f  the few albums 
which came close to transcending 
the trivial. As England moves into 
the third three day week seeming­
ly unaware o f  its predicament, a 
line from Time seems grimly 
prophetic: “ Hanging on in quiet 
desperation is the English way.”
Spiritualism had a good run, 
with politicos bailing out as fast as 
musicians. For the first time since 
the war, millennial movements be­
gan to attract a mass following.
Transcendentalism contributed 
to some fine music from Carlos 
Santana and John McLaughlin, 
their guru seemingly able to take 
them out o f 1973 into some
timeless place which so many 
musicians knew six years ago. 
Caravanserai, in its finely wrought 
yet awe-inspiring beauty seemed 
completely out o f  place, and for 
that we can be grateful.
Other spiritually inclined musi­
cians, George Harrison and Pete 
Townshend, failed to rise beyond 
childlike banality, which, perhaps, 
in a more charitable frame o f 
mind, could be attributed to in­
nocence — if innocence can any 
longer be called a virtue.
Lou Reed made what has be­
come an annual emergence from 
obscurity to create Berlin, an al­
bum ambitiously promoted as the 
Sergeant Pepper's o f  the 70s. It is 
difficult to imagine an album 
more different to Sergeant Pep­
per’s than Berlin, yet it is very 
much a reflection o f  its times and 
a harbinger o f  developments to 
come. Stephen Davis in Rolling 
Stone magazine described it as “ a 
distorted and degenerate demi­
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RICHMOND STURDY 
Bird lives by Ross Russell 
(Quartet paperback $5.40).
THIS IS without doubt the best jazz book I have read; 
like Milton Mezzrow’s Really the 
blues, it moves along at a pretty 
brisk pace, but though Mezz is 
very colorful he doesnt get you in 
like Russell. So if you hear a body 
stepping down the street whistling 
Now is the time, it’s five to four on, 
that he isnt an overdue ALP man 
on a public relations gig, but a 
rejuvenated bopper.
While I was reading Bird lives I 
couldnt help but get out my old 
Parker LPs to play the tracks and 
takes mentioned, borrowing those 
that I didnt have and lusting after 
those bootleg tapes available to a 
lucky few.
*  *  *
IT ’S HARD to believe now that a genius like Charlie 
“ Bird”  Parker was for most of 
his life not recognised as such. In 
1945 Downbeat magazine canned 
Parker & Co. for Now's the time 
and refused to give it any merit 
stars. And as late as 1948 Leonard 
Feather, noted jazz writer and 
critic, seemed surprised by the 
fact that Parker was not just a 
bopper.
The jazz traditionalists didnt 
like the boppers and the feeling at 
times was mutual. Noble Sissle, a 
band leader (who wrote I ’m just 
wild about Harry), hired Bird for 
a few weeks and just couldnt 
believe what he heard. But at least 
he and others who were in music 
always put in the proviso about 
Parker that “ he knows how to 
play his instrument” . Unfor­
tunately the writers and critics 
were not as kind. But later all this 
slowly cooled o ff  as bop became 
more fashionable thanks to the 
work o f  people like Billy Shaw 
(Shaw’s agency) and John Birks 
Gillespie -  “ Dizzy” to some.
While Bird was out on the West 
Coast in 1947, people, it seems, 
tended to forget about him, until 
he returned to the Big Apple, 
when he and Dizzy did a concert 
at Carnegie Hall where Dizzy at­
mosphere was recorded at an in­
credible pace. Bird left them all
He beeped when
he should 
have 
bopped
lying about that night. Then a few 
years later, in 1954, he was beg­
ging for gigs. He had been fired 
from “ Birdland” (named after 
him) and was asking club man­
agers if he could play for free. The 
humiliation and bloody minded­
ness o f  the situation finally led 
Bird to wind up ordering the 
young Jackie McLean to “ kick his 
arse”  in the street, in public self- 
deprecation.
Back in 1941, when Bird ar­
rived and was blowing the town 
apart at Minton’s and Munroes 
(the spawning grounds o f  the bop 
bands) he had no job  or employ­
ment cheque and was just getting 
by on friends and dope. It was 
after this that he did his short gig 
with Sissle and Blake. In fact his 
friends tied up nearly all his work 
for him until Billy Eckstine’s band 
came around -  the jazz band o f  
the 40s and possibly the century 
(with sidemen such as Art Blakey, 
Miles Davis, Gene Ammons. Sarah
Vaughan -  the list seems endless). 
It was with this band in Chicago 
that Parker received his first sig­
nificant press; in Downbeat it was 
noted that Parker was the “ driving 
force behind the reeds” . Charlie 
was made up: he rang his mother, 
cut out the article and sent it to 
her.
By this stage Mingus’ state­
ment, “ If Bird was a gunslinger, 
there would be a whole lot o f  
dead copycats” , was pretty true. 
He emerged from Billy Berg’s (a 
West Coast jazz club) "sm okin”  — 
a musical giant with “ expu- 
diance” ) and amazed LA. The 
"copycats”  werent just imitators, 
they were people trying to under­
stand his style, leading Cootie 
Williams to say: “ He did more for 
jazz than any one musician . . . 
and hurt it more. The drums, the 
bass, the piano, every instrument 
in the band wanted to play like 
Charlie Parker.”  Some people, like 
Dean Beneditti couldnt make it.
Beneditti sold his alto, bought a 
wire-spool recorder and proceeded 
to follow  Parker all over America, 
recording his solos like sacred 
texts, not bothering with the 
music o f  lesser mortals like Diz 
and Miles.
Unfortunately Russell in his 
book does not examine the way in 
which Parker’s music was revolu­
tionary. However, he does recom­
mend the records, and possibly 
that's enough. Yet, it would be 
interesting to know more about 
his attraction to contemporary 
composers like Hindemith, Varese 
and Stravinsky and how it fitted 
in with his music. But we show 
the young Parker learning in his 
own way how to play saxophone: 
his retentive memory, playing 
tunes in all 12 keys, and the bad 
mistakes he made trying to play 
what was in his head before his 
hands could handle it.
Bird suffered musical frustra­
tion from the beginning. Later on  
he confided that he would have 
liked to compose on a grander 
scale, rather than just for saxo­
phone. But he never did and in­
stead o f  being remembered as a 
Wagner he will be remembered like 
Eric Satie -  a genius who never 
developed his ideas to the fullest 
extent, always leaving them to 
move on to different pieces.
However, Parker well knew 
why he didnt have the musical
education o f  Hindemith. He was a 
black American and he didnt let 
anyone forget it. Bird was mili­
tant. As Art Blakey put it: “ A 
symbol to the negro people? No. 
They dont even know him. They 
never heard o f  him and care less. 
A symbol to the musicians, yes.”  
Once having been made to enter a 
club by the back door, he smash­
ed the glasses the band were 
drinking from, saying as he went, 
“ Did you drink out o f  this glass?”  
Smash. “ It’s contaminated,”  all so 
that white folk would not have to 
drink from the same cup. He bet 
on what color crisps certain cus­
tomers would eat, sent up white 
club owners and pissed in the 
phone booth at the Argyle hotel. 
Parker was angry. America had to 
wait for Malcolm X to become 
militant before they had a leader 
on this level.
But he drew the line at 
musicians. They were more or less 
all treated outside o f  race, since 
he recognised good musos as such 
and did not believe the credo that 
the “ only-black-people-can-play- 
jazz”  school pushed in the late 
50s.
The author’s interest in Bird 
was firstly that o f  a bop enthus­
iast, and secondly as a producer. 
He sold his store and started a 
record label, Dial, whose main 
asset was a contract with Parker. 
This contract was not fulfilled 
before Parker was admitted to 
Camerillo mental hospital where 
the doctors noted Parkers “ sup­
erior intelligence, sexual fantasies 
and evasive personality”  and 
thought perhaps shock treatment 
might be in order. But as one o f  
the doctors realised, shock treat­
ment might have saved him but to 
the expense o f  his musical prow­
ess. They recognised that his drug 
addiction was a symptom, rather 
than a cause o f his problems.
Most o f  the Dial sessions are 
available in Australia on:
Musidisc -  Bird symbols, 
CV982; The happy bird, CV984.
Roulette -  Echoes o f  an era, 
Series: RE120 & RE105, include 
the Carnegie Hall concert & Dial 
sessions.
Festival -  Jazz at Massey Hall, 
L3407. Q -j
Esquire: the only good thing to come out of Madison Ave
MORRIS LURIE
LIFE is dead. Collier’s is dead. The Saturday evening 
post is a waxworks, not to be 
mistaken for real life. Show and 
Holiday are either dying or dead, 
it’ s hard to tell. Playboy goes on, 
o f  course, with Penthouse coming 
up strong (having recently dis­
covered new depths to the vagi­
na), but we’re talking here about 
serious magazines, and o f  these 
the two greatest are still in busi­
ness, better than ever.
The New Yorker will be 50 
years old next year, and Esquire 
turned 40 last October. By way o f 
celebration, Esquire produced a 
sumptuous issue (542 pages, daz­
zling fold-out cover, $2 a copy) 
which was the runaway literary 
bargain o f  1973 and probably o f 
1974 as well.
In the november 1973 issue, a 
chap called William H. Honan, for 
a short time editor o f  the trying- 
to-be-revamped Saturday review 
(and there was a spectacular bust 
in the history o f magazines), put 
this up as what magazines are all 
about:
“ Just as men do not live by 
bread alone, magazines do not sur­
vive and prosper and rise above 
the level o f  the humdrum by 
being strictly utilitarian. Maga­
zines must possess spirit and flair. 
They must be highly charged. 
They must have the power to 
fascinate, to create talk, to be
important, to be provocative, to 
make splashes and waves and to 
make manifest personality, heart 
and soul.”
Which is not a bad resume o f  
what Esquire has been doing these 
past 40 years, and continues to 
do.
I might interpolate here the 
opinion that magazines must be 
like a display o f  fireworks, daz­
zling and unpredictable, bursting 
alive in your hands, throwing curi­
ous light in a multitude o f  direc­
tions. The English have never un­
derstood this, and produce the 
dreariest magazines in the world 
(hardly magazines at all), as do 
most countries. The magazine 
seems to be an American phenom­
ena. They do them, even the not 
so hot ones (Show business illus­
trated, Look), uncommonly well. 
It seems to be a matter o f  style, o f  
flair, o f  temperament.
However, to the issue at hand. 
One o f the first people Arnold 
Gingrich signed up to write for his 
new magazine was Ernest Heming­
way (he got him by the simple 
ruse o f  paying him double what 
he paid anyone else), and there 
are two pieces by Hemingway 
here. One is The snows o f  Kili­
manjaro, which is still one o f the 
great short stories o f the century, 
and the other is On the blue 
water, a lengthy piece which ap­
pears on the surface to be about 
fishing but is, like the best o f
Hemingway, about much deeper 
things. Hemingway wrote regular­
ly for Esquire for about four 
years, about anything he liked. 
Herein is one o f  the secrets o f  the 
magazine. Give a writer his head. 
Nudge him in unpredictable direc­
tions. Print what he comes up 
with.
Esquire got Norman Mailer to 
cover a political convention, a 
thing he’d never done before 
(Superman comes to the super­
mart the piece was called, and for 
some reason isnt in this issue; in 
fact, Mailer doesnt get a look in at 
all), and started him on his career 
as America’ s most highly paid 
journalist. Esquire invented Tom 
Wolfe. Mr Wolfe was sent o ff  to 
California to write about hot rods 
and when he came back he had a 
lot o f  notes but couldnt write the 
piece. Esquire published the 
notes, thereby inventing Mr 
Wolfe’ s highly individual style. 
Tom Wolfe’ s piece in here is The 
last American here is Junior John­
son. Yes! It’s pretty good. Some­
one’ s just made a movie out o f  it.
Esquire got a piece out o f  Leon 
Trotsky. I dont know if the plan 
was to have him as a regular 
contributor or what. Anyhow, he 
got axed.
Another early contributor was 
F. Scott Fitzgerald. Fitzgerald, as 
you know, had his ups and downs, 
mostly downs, but as far as Es­
quire was concerned, he was al­
ways up. When no one else want­
ed to know about him, Esquire 
persevered, advanced money, 
made suggestions. One o f  these 
suggestions resulted in The crack 
up, Fitzgerald’s very moving ac­
count o f  why he couldnt write 
anymore. After that he wrote 
Pasting it together, which is in this 
issue, a justly famous piece. Then 
Fitzgerald went down even more, 
but Esquire kept on persevering 
and got out o f him the Pat Hobby 
stories, which are the best stories 
Fitzgerald ever wrote.
Except for the war years, when 
Esquire was directed towards 
homesick GIs and concentrated 
on escapism and pinups (Play­
b oy ’s starting-off point), the mag­
azine has always published heady 
fiction. There’ s a list here o f 
authors who have been in Esquire, 
and if you can think o f anyone 
good who hasnt been included, 
you ’ re better than me. Esquire has 
published 17 (I think it is) Nobel 
prize winners. In this issue are 
stories by Irwin Shaw and Vladi­
mir Nabokov (when he called him­
self Vladimir Sirin, long before 
Lolita fame) and William Saroyan 
and Graham Greene and Philip 
Roth and John O ’Hara and all o f  
Breakfast at Tiffany’s by Truman 
Capote and a very weird story by 
John Updike and a play by Ten­
nessee Williams. John Cheever is 
not in with a story but with a very 
poetic account (Moving out) o f
why he quit New York. John 
Steinbeck, who contributed some 
fine fiction over the years (great 
stories like The ears o f  Johnny 
Bear) here writes about the 30s. 
“ Sure I remember the 1930s, the 
terrible, troubled, triumphant, 
surging 30s.”  A knockout piece.
All that’ s about a quarter o f 
what’ s in the October Esquire. I’m 
not going to tell you about Faulk­
ner or Gore Vidal or Theodore 
Dreiser or Orson Welles or Aldous 
Huxley or Damon Runyon or 
Sinclair Lewis.
Finally, allow me to draw to 
your attention (and it’ s easily 
missed, tucked away as it is some­
where in the ads) a piece by Rust 
Hills. Rust Hills was fiction editor 
o f the magazine for about ten 
years, until living in New York got 
him down and he retreated to the 
country, and for four or five 
months now he’ s been contribut­
ing a piece about fiction. Some­
times he reviews books, some­
times he chats about particular 
writers, and in this 40th anniver­
sary celebration issue, he writes 
about the short story, what it is 
and what it isnt. He knows where­
o f he speaks. If there was nothing 
else in the magazine but Mr Hills, 
I’d still plunk down my two 
bucks. Do likewise. A  great maga­
zine has produced a GREAT mag­
azine. □
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Dalliance
A delaide. Male, 23 , seeks smallish 
fem ale , 1 8 -2 5 , sincere and under­
standing fo r  genuine friendship 
and sex. D iscreet o r  not. INC b o x  
740 1 .
B risbane-bound. Bi guy, 30 , seeks 
rest, recreation  (especially  S yd ­
n ey, Brisbane) o n  jou rn ey  late 
january, early february. INC b o x  
7434.
Brisbane. Slim , g o o d  look in g , sen­
sitive guy, seeks similar a ffe c ­
tion ate  cam p gu y , 20 -30s for 
dalliance. INC b o x  738 2 .
Brisbane. Cam p guy, 37, discreet, 
o w n  pad, interested theatre, arts, 
ordinary look s , basically m onoga­
m ou s , passive, seeks h op efu lly  
lasting relationship w ith oth er to  
45 ; single/m arried. INC b o x  7399.
Canberra. G uy, 20s, slim , reason­
able look s , seeks similar fo r  fun 
times. D iscretion  assured and ex ­
pected . Phone, p h o to  i f  possible. 
INC b o x  739 8 .
G eelong. Male requires fem ale 
com p a n ion , 2 5 -3 5  years. O w n 
house and business at seaside re­
sort, G eelon g  area. Caftan ch ick  
preferred. A ll answ ered. ACS, 
INC b o x  7426.
L a unceston . Cam p guy, active, 
19, very attractive, slim, intel­
ligent, lon e ly , seeks g o o d  look in g , 
passive guy, similar age. INC b o x  
7437.
M elbourne. U ninhibited cam p 
guy, 22, seeks similar guy to  27, 
fo r  loving em otion a l and sexual 
relationship. R esp on den ts having 
o w n  p lace an advantage. Include 
p h on e  n u m ber fo r  qu icker reply. 
INC b o x  7 4 4 6 .
M elbourne. Male, you n g  40 , made 
m any m istakes. Seeks fresh start 
with w arm , a ffection a te  fem ale, 
dalliance o r  m arriage if  suitable. 
G enuine. INC b o x  743 9 .
M elbourne. Male, 33 , 5 ’ 8 ” , sep­
arated, w ith  liberal o u t lo o k  and 
lots o f  love  to  give, seeks sincere, 
warm  fem ale com p an y . Lasting 
relationship preferred. INC b o x  
7379 .
M e lb o u r n e .  M arried  bi-guy 
look in g  to  m eet others fo r  dal­
liance. G enerous to  eager guys. 
Fee refunded. INC b o x  740 6 .
M elbourne. If you  are fem ale,
19-35, and have n o t  m et the 
E uropean male. Interested? INC 
b o x  7405.
M elbourne. Gay b o y , 24, attrac­
tive, slim , loving, wishes to  m eet 
bi o r  straight ty p e  guy fo r  m utual 
en joym ent. INC b o x  7 40 4 .
M elbourne. R efin ed  m an, 24 
years, private sch oo l edu cation , 
interested in the arts, w ou ld  like 
to  m eet m an (late 20s, early 30s, 
clean shaven, 6 ft , app roxim ately  
12  ston e), w ith similar interests. 
INC b o x  740 3 .
M elbourne. Eastern suburbs, Dan- 
denon g Ranges, M om in g ton  Pen­
insula, West G ippsland. G uy, re­
cen tly  arrived in V ictoria , 29, 
cam p, straight look er, g o o d  ap­
pearance, intelligent, w ou ld  like 
to  m eet similar fo r  warm friend­
ship. All genuine replies answered. 
INC b o x  7402.
N orth Queensland. If y ou  are 
w ealthy, lo o k  superb in drag and 
fed up w ith the planet, this tant- 
ric is interested. INC b o x  7400 .
Perth. Separated male, 33 , loves 
sim ple, natural things, seeks 
w arm, u n com p lica ted  w om an,
20 -40 , any nationality for  m utual 
com p a n y . INC b o x  738 0 .
Perth. G uy, 32 , teacher, desires 
in itiation  in to  cam p life  b y  co n ­
siderate guy, similar age. V iew  
lasting friendship. INC b o x  7381 .
Sydney. D oes there exist a slim , 
cam p, non -effem inate  guy, in 30s, 
w ith g o o d  appearance, w h o  seeks 
similar for  dalliance and potential 
friendship. I live in eastern sub­
urbs, adore classical m usic and all 
the arts. G enuine. R ep ly  please 
INC b o x  7 44 3 .
S yd n ey . Tall guy, 30 , radical but 
hetero. Have pad in coastal resort 
seeking bright ch ick  fo r  uninvolv­
ed dalliance. INC b o x  744 4 .
S ydney. G uy, 34 , slim , g ood  lo o k ­
ing, w ill accept any hum iliation  
from  active m ale(s) w ishing to  
vent imaginative fantasies. Y ou r 
place please. P hone num ber essen? 
tial. G enuine; discreet. INC b o x  
7445.
oth er  gu ys, 2 5 -3 5 . F riendship and 
tun tim es. INC b o x  7 4 4 7 .
S y d n e y . K lean , ku ltu red , very 
h orn y  y ou n g  guy w h o kant keep 
it d o w n , seeks w om a n  w h o  en joys  
giving stim ulation . INC b o x  740 7 .
S yd n ey . Girls tired o f  m arried 
life? L ike t o  p lay up a b it o n  the 
side? Me t o o !  A m  m o d  p ro fes ­
sional guy, late 20s. L e t ’s have 
som e fun . INC b o x  7 3 8 6 .
S yd n ey . D ave is a uni graduate, 
23, slim  and ath letic. H e ’d love  to 
m eet a qu iet, in telligent girl for  
dates and outings. INC b o x  7 39 6 .
S yd n ey . Y ou n g , w idely  travelled 
m an seeks ch ick  5’  2 ”  or  under, 
view lov in g  re la tion sh ip ; marriage. 
A sian /E u ropean . Interests: m usic, 
sw im m ing. Write INC b o x  741 7 .
Syd n ey . G u y , w ell hung, straight 
appearance, w ou ld  like to  m eet 
oth er w ell hung, square look in g  
guy to  3 5  years. INC b o x  741 2 .
S yd n ey . H ealthy guy, 33 , seeks 
hungry, passive you n g  man, late 
teens, early 20s, fo r  re laxation  or 
m utual satisfaction . INC b o x  
742 9 .
Syd n ey . T w o  slim  guys, 28 -32 , 
w ou ld  like to  m eet o th ers for  fun 
filled inventive sum m er evenings. 
INC b o x  7 4 2 8 .
S yd n ey . W ell ed u cated  m an, 32 
years, w ishes to  m eet m ature, 
quiet girl fo r  friendsh ip and o u t ­
ings. IN C  b o x  742 7 .
Tow nsville . G u y , 22 , shy, lon ely  
and fu ll o f  love , w ants to  m eet 
guy or  gal to  22  to  share love  and 
g o o d  tim es. A p precia te  p h o to . 
INC b o x  7 4 2 5 .
W ollon g on g . Y o u th , 18 , virgin re­
quires w om a n  under 3 0 , g o o d  fig ­
ure , W o llon g on g  area, to  teach  m e 
a b ou t sex . INC b o x  7 3 9 7 .
Doings
Male, 27 , w ishes to  waterski 
(co m p e te n t)  a n d /o r  horse ride 
(n o v ice ) w ith similarly interested 
m a le .  C o m p a n io n s h ip  and 
guidance re riding prim ary o b je c ­
tive. A n y  state. M elbourne. INC 
b o x  7 32 7 .
corner. Every Sunday 2 pm -6pm . 
Harangues, talks, argum ents, dis­
cussions o n  politics , religion, sex, 
drugs, o ccu lt , p s y ch o lo g y , p h ilos­
o p h y .
S ydney. Mini sum m er s ch o o l in 
batik  and weaving, from  14th to 
17th  january, in W est Pennant 
Hills. Inquiries: p h on e  8 4 8 .8 9 3 7 , 
4 0 7 .1 4 9 8 .
S yd n ey . Are y o u  cam p and lack­
ing in c o n fid e n ce  as a h o m o ­
sexual? I f y ou  are interested in 
jo in in g  a small group  to  leam  
w ays o f  b eco m in g  m ore co n fid e n t 
con ta ct  A n drea Russell, p s y ch o l­
ogist, 6 6 3 .0 3 5 1 , ex ten sion  2 01 7 . 
Free.
S yd n ey . E n cou n ter group  w eek ­
end third w eekend in january. 
Few vacancies. W om en  especially 
w anted to  ba lance the sexes. Cail 
G ord on  M eggs o n  6 6 5 .9 2 8 0  or 
w rite PO b o x  229 , C oog ee . 2 03 4 .
S ydney. E n cou n ter group  w eek­
end, secon d  w eeken d  in february. 
E xperience jo y . D iscover y ou rse lf 
and others. Call G o rd o n  Meggs on
6 6 5 .9 2 8 0  or  w rite PO b o x  229 , 
C oog ee , 203 4 .
Deliveries
Diallings
M elbourne. “ C h ildren  b y  ch o ice ”  
in form ation  and referral service; 
fo r  a b ortion , con tra cep tion  and 
oth er socia l p rob lem s. Phone 
7 6 2 .4 0 8 8 , m on d a y  2 .3 0  p m -4 
pm , W ednesday and thursday 7 .2 0  
pm -9 pm.
Dwellings
A delaide. T w o  room s available. 
N ear-city house. We are m ale stu­
dents, 26 . Fem ales w elcom e. 
$ 8 .0 0 . One ro o m  has o w n  bath ­
room . 48 First avenue, Forest- 
ville. 2 9 7 .4 1 3 6 .
M elbourne. Eltham  w ay. Q uiet 
cou n try  cotta ge  o ffe re d . N o  rent. 
Share chores. Super fo r  pensioned  
fem ale person  o r  artist. D iscuss on  
phon e. M elbourne 7 1 8 .2 1 8 2 .
Perth. Postgrad student, 26 , arriv­
ing m arch, w ants h ap py , stable 
h om e near university. C om m u n e 
trained, literate and in to  study 
and m usic. INC b o x  742 3 .
S ydney. W o o llo o m o o lo o .  R o o m  
in large m ixed  terrace. Share facil­
ities for  easy going peop le . 
$ 1 2 .0 0 . 133 D ow lin g street.
S ydney. O ne friendly person to 
share large house near S ydney 
university. R ent $ 1 0 .0 0 ; furnish­
ed room . Sex and sexuality irrele­
vant. 10 5  Arundel street. G lebe.
Sydney-B alm ain . H appy cam p 
guys for  really nice flat in o ld  
terrace h ouse. $22 .0 0 . R o o m  for 
three. P h on e Jan or  Julie, 
8 2 .5 4 6 8 . U rgent.
S ydney. R o o m  available in friend­
ly C h atsw ood  palace. Vegetarian 
please. R ent $ 1 0 .0 0 . Phone 
4 1 .5 1 5 5 .
D o c to r  D uncan  revolu tion a ry  
b o o k s h o p : C oop era tive  m ove­
m ent supply o f  fem inist and gay 
liberation  resources. Free cata­
logue. M onth ly  b oo k n e w s  $1 .5 0  
per annum . PO b o x  111 , East­
w o o d , SA . 506 3 .
Dialectics
A n d y  Papp o r  an yon e  know ing 
his w hereabouts tell him  to  write 
to  R o b  (E t-aan), c /o  Mullum- 
b im b y  PO, 2 4 8 2  im m ediately.
Dealings
S ydney. G uy, 24 , w ants to  m eet Yarra bank, M elb ou rn e ’s speakers
Blues 78s (C ou n try  and Urban). 
O ver 1 0 0  m ostly  U.S. originals o f  
1920s and 1930s. Best o ffer . De­
tails: B ox 61 , T rentham . 3458.
Been cheated late ly? N ow  have 
what y ou  want. C om p lete ly  un­
cen sored , uninhibited, im p orted  
“ a c t io n ”  p h otos , b o o k s , films. 
T ry b e fo re  buying. $ 1 .0 0  fo r  sam­
ple and catalogue. The manager.
Sexist Ads
PO b o x  13, E d gecliff, NSW. 202 7 .
The S ource restaurant fo r  a la 
carte, vegetarian and se a fo o d  
meals. H om e m ade bread, w h ole­
m eal pastries, fresh salads and 
juices, delectab le  sweets. 47 3  
Bronte road, Bronte Beach. 6 pm  
till 1 0 .3 0  pm.
Arm idale, NSW. W itchcraft w ou ld  
like to  con ta ct  cov en  o r  any 
interested group  o r  person . INC 
b o x  7408.
P h otosex services. D eveloping, 
printing, enlarging, studio m odels, 
equipm ent, m agazine and profes­
sional photographers. F or  all 
ph otograph y  write fo r  details. 
INC b o x  7409.
M elbourne. A n  active student is 
look in g  fo r  interesting job s  during 
the n ext m onth . C on ta ct D ou g  on  
6 6 2 .3 2 8 2  (anytim e).
M elbourne. H ousekeeper w anted 
b y  36 year o ld  m an w ith tw o  girls 
9 and 11. Children w elcom e. A c­
com m od a tion  and small salary 
plus housekeepin g given. Tele­
phon e 3 9 7 .8 1 9 4  M elbourne or  
INC b o x  7393 .
English teachers w ho w ou ld  like 
to  m ove from  S ydney to  the 
north coast. Please w rite urgently 
to  “ Educare” , 45  Valencia street. 
R ou nd Corner, Dural, NSW.
Sydney. E n cou nter group third 
w eekend in january. P roblem : 
M ore guys than girls apply. Sug­
gested explanations and solu tions 
w elcom e. Call G ord on  Meggs on
6 6 5 .9 2 8 0  or  w rite PO b o x  229 , 
C oogee. 2034.
A ll states. M uscular athletes, life - 
savers, boardriders, bod yb u ild ers , 
under 25, wanted fo r  discreet 
nude ph otograph ic m odelling . 
Male-art so lo  poses fo r  overseas 
p u b lica tion . N o  p o rn o . T o p  fees. 
INC b o x  7422.
Dope
Sydney sm ok er w ants less sh itted , 
better quality scores. Will pay  fo r  
g ood  gold  quality m akings. N o 
squad setup. INC b o x  7 3 3 0 .
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A ctiv ity  ca tegories  determ ine the 
basic cost. C ategory  (A )  is for  free 
pub lic m eetings ($1  for  21 w ords). 
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vertising u n d er  any heading ($ 2  for  
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n otices, G PO  B ox  5 3 1 2  BB, Mel­
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are destroyed .
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a jigsaw; ^  ; ^
( 2)(the bits between *
the pieces)
2(a)
3. the same as bricks (us etc.)
4. there's always one left over ( us etc.)
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Our loss 
your gain
PLEASE note that ‘Australia’ , a poem 
I recently submitted to The living 
daylights, has been taken by Poetry 
australis.
GRAHAM JACKSON, 
Lavington, NSW.
Peasants
revolt
NICK BOOTH, paid university admin­
istration official, claims to present the 
facts about the november exam pro­
tests at New England university (TLD 
No. 9).
Booth may have had some trouble 
adjusting to the Armidale environment, 
having only been resident for a few 
weeks and corrections must be made to 
his attempted reply to Graeme Dun- 
stan’ s account.
Firstly, an independent Student 
Action Committee Against Exams or­
ganised the anti exam march which led 
to the occupation — the SRC neither 
supported nor opposed the actions 
although many SRC members were 
involved. Some 200 students started in 
the march and 400 were involved when 
the march reached the administration. 
About one quarter o f  all students (ie 
over 500) were in the occupied build­
ing for varying lengths o f  time.
Secondly, the Classical Marxism 
exam was subject to exactly the same 
exam regulations as any other exam 
and claims that university officials 
were “ misled”  into believing that stu­
dents could discuss exam answers in an 
exam hall are quite ludicrous.
The students involved in the course 
made various demands in the exam 
room including the right to produce 
exam answers by  group discussion 
rather than individually. The decision 
o f  the Arts Faculty Dean and the Vice 
Chancellor to allow students demands 
after a 45 minute confrontation con­
tradicted earlier statements by the Vice 
Chancellor that any students refusing 
to sit exams would be failed and that 
disrupted exams would be rescheduled.
An attempt by a group o f  staff in 
the Arts Faculty to fail all students 
involved was defeated at an Arts Fac­
ulty meeting (december 3, 1973) — the 
Arts Faculty apparently decided that 
students had not “ deliberately misled 
the Dean”  as claimed by Booth.
Thirdly, Booth claims that the uni­
versity was not in turmoil and that 
disruption o f  exams “ did nothing but 
alienate the uncommitted” . If a uni­
versity is not in turmoil when two or 
three meetings o f  students are happen­
ing every day in the middle o f  exams 
to discuss the exam system and at­
tempts to end it and when the admin­
istration virtually ground to  a halt for 
three weeks as attempts were made to 
protect the exams, then when is a 
university in turmoil?
Had Nick Booth been able to at­
tend some o f  the student meetings he 
may have been better able to judge the 
mood o f  students — support for action 
to stop exams came from a significant 
minority o f  students and opposition to 
the present exam system came from 
70-80% o f  students as confrontation 
and discussion increased students con­
sciousness about the repressive learning 
environment in the university.
The group which ended up the 
most alienated were the few top uni­
versity officials and academics whose 
power had been challenged.
The real test o f students concern 
about exams will come early this year 
when what is “ normal”  and what is 
“ abnormal”  and “ disruptive”  may be 
redefined as students and staff attempt 
to create a university which encourages 
criticism and social consciousness 
rather than blind acceptance o f  the 
values o f  the present society and its 
authoritarian institutions.
ADRIAN SHACKLEY, 
UNE, Armidale, NSW.
Kung fu to you
HERE is something to have a look at, 
even if it’s not the sort o f  stuff you 
want in your paper.
Keep up the good work — I’ve got 
muscles from my noze to my toze 
doing the Kung Fu things. Amazing.
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WHAT stung about Nick Booth ’s letter 
(TLD Vol 1, No 9) was its nastiness. 
Perhaps nastiness is what an ex-student 
editor feels when he takes a job  as PR 
mouthpiece for a university administra­
tion and then has to explain away the 
invoking o f  the Summary Offences Act 
in a threat to jail dissenting students 
and the organising o f  Gestapo type 
night raids into bedrooms o f  private 
residences to nail ’em.
In general I reject Nick Booth’s 
silent majority rhetoric as just so much 
PR hot shit. By any measure the 
anti-exam campaign was a grand suc­
cess. It has shaken a complacent acad­
emia and exposed the very thin veneer 
o f its liberalism. And the repercussions 
continue, like bureaucratic harassment 
o f  participants and attempts at Profes­
sorial Board to fail the marxist stu­
dents despite written agreements and 
so on.
But let me make these particular 
points:
1. I fluffed the date arithmetic. 
From conception o f the “ Peasants Re­
volt”  to turning the university o f  New 
England on its ear was less than a 
week, such was the tactical brilliance 
o f the peasants. But that’s the only 
relevance times and dates had for the 
story.
2. The paper tiger is a strange and 
wonderful beast and when it collapses 
in a confrontation situation, it doesnt 
disappear, rather it collapses back to a 
new, acceptable level o f authority. 
(“ They only let you do what they can’t 
stop you from doing”  the Yippies used 
to say). And there the paper tiger 
regains its composure, changes history 
some and denies that there was ever 
any sign o f  paper in its stuffing.
So it was with the marxism exam. 
These students were obliged to sit a 3 
hour exam like all other arts students. 
But they went in there and thumbed 
their noses at the rules. They set about 
doing the exam collectively — and the 
authority structure shat itself. The 
cops were called and, after a negotia­
tion comedy in the exam room (hush­
ed offers from the supervisors, im­
promptu stop work meetings in situ by 
the examinees), it was agreed in writing 
(from the Dean o f  Arts) to let ’em take 
the exam home to do in their own way 
and time.
Before the confrontation the in­
dividual exam was compulsory, then 
suddenly it was no longer so. But lo! 
the Dean then puts out that this was a 
special case for a special “ unschedul­
ed" course. Then Nick Booth, pub­
licity officer, says it was all just a 
deceitful trick by the students. Now 
you see a paper tiger, now you dont.
Being on vacation I cannot deny or 
confirm that the marxism examinees 
used the broken promise argument. In 
my earlier conversations with them 
they certainly did not mention it either 
because it did not happen or was too 
insignificant for them to recount.
So I suspect it is very much a straw 
at which the university is clutching to 
save face. But really, if they did use 
tactics o f  confusion and division o f 
authority, so what? They set out to 
prove that exams ought not be com­
pulsory and would not be so if stu­
dents collectively refused to comply. 
And they proved it and that, for all the 
yelping o f  pained liberals, is now his­
torical fact.
3. Nick overstates my observation 
about journalism. It is not an either/or 
situation, facts and interpretation 
make a story. The facts are the trellis, 
the interpretation is the vine. The 
trellis supports the vine but it is the 
vine which grows, flows, bears fruit 
and catches yer eye. It’s just a matter 
o f emphasis.
But I feel embarrassed defending 
that exam story because the interpreta­
tion — two thirds o f  the copy about 
how  the revolt happened and the learn­
ing experience and de facto graduation 
it was for the participants — was all but 
eliminated by the TLD scissor people.
Now editing copy is a prerogative 
o f the editorial collective. It is also a 
benevolence to trees and our print 
deluged peepers. But in the course o f 
editing, needs be, you are putting an 
interpretation upon an interpretation 
offered from the author’s experience. 
Which makes mock o f  the by line you 
leave on the article.
Twice I have writ and twice I’ve 
been snipt. And I see me mate Comrie- 
Thompson complains o f  the same. So 
what about a compromise in the direc­
tion o f  honesty; you edit but you 
acknowledge it by stating the original 
length and the name o f  he/she who 
edits. That way author and editor can 
share the brunt o f  Nick Booth type 
nastiness.
GRAEME DUNSTAN, 
Uralla, NSW
The anarchy 
tapes
IN YOUR interesting anarchy issue 
you printed the text from an ABC talk. 
Could you tell me how you got hold o f 
this script? In the same series there was 
another very interesting talk featuring 
Ivan Illich. This talk was also relevant 
to the subject o f anarchy.
The ABC told me that they could 
not supply a copy o f  the script but 
their publications department was con­
sidering the issue o f  a booklet contain­
ing this discussion along with others. 
(The Colin Wilson talk was mentioned, 
though I did not think much o f that 
one.)
They said that the issue o f any such 
booklet would depend on general inter­
est. Now I think that you could do a 
service to the thinking public by men 
tioning this fact in your editorial, and 
perhaps thereby causing enough in­
quiries to the ABC to ensure the 
publication o f  Illich’s vital ideas.
However, since I dont trust the 
ABC, even as far as I can see them, I 
would still be interested to learn how 
you got your script and if there is any 
chance o f  obtaining a copy o f  the Illich 
discussion from the same source.
JERRY FARDELL, 
Sydney, NSW
No chance. — EDS.
TWO brief comments on the previous 
issue on anarchy. First, Chomsky, what­
ever his other failings, is not a “ pas- 
sivist”  [sic |. It isnt necessary to have 
read his published works to realise this; 
compare, eg., this passage from the 
transcript — discussion: “  . . . Point 
number two is that destruction o f  state 
power has to be an essential com­
ponent in any real revolutionary pro­
cess.”  (p.15)
Second, Harry Gumboots (p. 3) con­
tinues the anarchist caricature o f  Marx 
as “ authoritarian” . Certainly Marx, like 
all o f  us, had his authoritarian m o­
ments and tendencies. To infer from 
this trivial commonplace that Marx’s 
thought was authoritarian is the classic 
anarchist non sequitar.
PAT FLANAGAN, 
Sydney, NSW
Pat would also like everyone to know 
that the anarchy discussion we ran in 
that issue was not quite the full tran­
script of the ABC show, despite our 
brash claim. — EDS.
FIRSTLY I would like to congratulate 
you on your anarchy issue. Allowing 
for a little bias on “ my part”  I thought 
it was a super effort on “ your part” . 
The whole issue was superb — and for 
what it’ s worth, well done.
Secondly — please accept my grati­
tude for your offer to reprint the 
article from The Match “ The Clock­
work Real” . Psycho-surgery, I am 
afraid, is not a subject that has an over 
abundance o f  public awareness here in 
Australia so I am hoping this article 
stimulates a number o f  people into 
action to  research out any insidious 
growth o f  this destructive, anti-life 
practice.
Vain hope I suppose — but still 
what’s life anyway if not a barrel o f 
hopes from beginning to end. If noth­
ing else the level o f  unawareness will be 
cut down and that certainly makes it 
all worthwhile.
BILL GRAHAM, 
Woodstock Anarchist Party, 
Launceston, Tas.
Sex for sale
I AM A spasmodic reader o f Nation 
review which I enjoy in small doses. 
For the first time I bought a copy o f 
The living daylights on december 6,
1973. In some ways I was pleasantly 
surprised and I was particularly pleased 
to see what you had to say on exploita­
tion by the cigarette lobby. It is a pity 
that these activities o f  large companies 
and their agents are not more widely 
recognised and exposed.
I wonder if the parallel with the 
advertisements for so called sex aids by 
commercial companies has been re­
marked on by others than myself. I 
would have thought that reasonably 
objective information (and advice 
where requested) would have been 
available from a number o f  non-com­
mercial organisations starting from the 
Family Life Movement and working 
from there to perhaps womens lib and 
gay lib and beyond.
I cannot accept that those who 
stand to gain directly from the sale o f  
books and aids can do other than 
exploit the weaknesses o f  others.
Would you be prepared to adopt a 
similar stance in respect o f  these com­
panies as you have towards the tobacco 
companies?
F. A. HATFIELD, 
Weetangera, ACT
A  doctor 
a day.....
WENDY Brenchley’s article on “ The 
alternative to anti-biotics”  in TLD 9 is 
o f  extreme importance to all people 
whether they realise it or n o t  The 
theraputic effects o f  fasting should be 
closely examined so that more effec­
tive use can be made o f  the treatment.
It seems preferable that such an 
examination would be better carried 
out by doctors who, in the normal 
tradition o f  western medical science, 
would naturally attempt to understand 
the actual nature o f  the healing pro­
cess. The respectability that an MD 
would lend to  such a study might tend 
to cause people to regard medical 
fasting more seriously.
Wendy Brenchley’s article was 
quietly inspiring. However, it is easy to 
imagine a simple trusting “ nature 
freak”  beginning a therapeutic fast 
where it is not appropriate, and then 
disappointing his peers by bloody well 
dying.
Perhaps TLD would care to have a 
doctor do a single piece analysing 
medically the fasting treatment. Alter­
natively, a series might be better. In 
any case, more should be published on 
the matter.
A thousand thanks to Ms Brenchley.
Mic h a e l  McD o n n e l l ,
Fitzroy, Vic
Food for 
thought
PETER ANDREW’S letter re vege­
tarianism shows a remarkable amount 
o f prejudice and subjectivity. T o  assert 
that vegetarianism is a fad when man 
has only comparatively recently be­
come a carnivore is patently absurd.
Man has a long intestinal tract suit­
ably adapted to the long period needed 
to digest plant food. Natural carnivores 
have short intestines adapted to eject 
the waste before the meat putrifies in 
the creature’s stomach.
Man began to eat meat as a result o f  
environmental necessity. That neces­
sity no longer exists, so what reason is 
there to take the lives o f  living crea­
tures?
Vegetarianism is a revolt against the 
taking o f  life — an action to change the 
world, not to withdraw from it. Activ­
ity and motivation need not come 
from aggression, you know. The deci­
sion to show kindness to sentient 
creatures, instead o f  exerting paranoid 
egocentric power dominance, is a deci­
sion to clean up our own back yard.
DAVID and SYLVIA  
Perth, WA
P.S. In an issue on anarchy, why was 
there nothing on Harry Hooten?
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Advance 
Australia where?
WELL if Dick Beckett reckons Austra­
lia doesnt have a Hunter S. Thompson 
to blast shit out o f  the politicians, he’s 
right!
And it’s a sure thing he’s gotta come 
a long way before he gets the hang o f 
gonzo (subjective) journalism himself. 
The hopeless geek w on ’t even tell us 
what he drinks.
Also, what’s this bullshit about the 
book getting here slow and being irrele­
vant? I read Fear and loathing week by 
week in Rolling stone as it happened!!
Excuses, excuses!! So what if you 
have a lot o f  elections here. It’s easy to 
keep up, cos it’s the same dead shits 
running year after year. Dr Thompson 
knew about Humphrey and all those 
other snakes for years before he wrote 
Fear and loathing.
Even if there was a gonzo journalist 
about, where would he find a car­
toonist that draws with blood clots?
And running o ff on tangents in 
true gonzo style, you know those 
cigarette-cancer raves you had going? 
Remember the Dead’s Candyman?
Good morning Mr Benson 
I see your doing well 
If I had me a shotgun 
I ’d blow you straight to hell!
DANIEL E. PYATT, 
Fiddletown, NSW 
impeach Nixon!
Footwork 
needed
WHAT you  need is a good kick up the 
arse; and I hope that shakes all the shit 
out o f  you.
JOHN WALLACE, 
Melbourne, Vic
Right on Syd
FIVE hundred thousand great and 
booming cheers for Syd Balhome and 
his tilt at the gutless, corrupt, sacred 
cow  money system (TLD, 1/10). It’s 
the same in aboriginal affairs, Syd -  oh 
God, it's the same.
If there were just 14 real men in 
your sense amongst the crawling, op­
portunist, arse-licking, gutless wonders 
that make up our black ‘leaders’ then 
several generations o f  black kids crying 
and dying could be avoided. But there 
arent, so it w on’t. On a larger scale, if
only there were 14 men standing be­
side Gough Whitlam in government, 
what a country we’d have.
KEVIN J. GILBERT, 
Taree, NSW
Sinking the 
gumboot
YOUR writer/columnist H. Gumboot 
is the most unreal thing in your entire 
paper. He is so incredibly pseudo intel­
lectual trying to appear blase and 
cynical at the same time while trying 
also to be on olympian heights viewing 
the scene like an ancient D grade small 
town hack.
I have not taken the trouble to look 
up some o f  this raver’ s earlier work, 
except for his constant cries about the 
shortage o f  dope (which is crap, there 
was a very short period o f  time when 
things were a bit scarce but it is fine 
now — w ow !
His comments on rock concerts are 
excellent, probably someone else said 
it when the gramophone was invented.
Another rave:— could you possibly 
make a few changes to your paper, 
namely — less cheap punting o f  art­
work, or some good quality print once 
in a while.
ANONYMOUS, 
St Ives, NSW
A reflection 
on Nimbin
OH, BABIES, wha’s happenin’ at Nim­
bin? Ya think that’s new? Oh, honey, 
tha’ was happenin' San Fran in ’66, 
’ 67. Only that was IN TOWN, and you 
caint do it in town. If there’s gonna be 
any hope, you got ta do it in the 
countree. Ah LOVED Nimbin. 'Course 
you ’re doing everything the wrong way 
’roun, paintin’ the buildin’s before you 
build ’em — so to speak! But ah reckon 
you are more on  to it than the straights 
in this topsy-turvey world! So go to  it, 
keep on TRUCKIN’.
I spent sometime looking for places 
to settle, round Coffs Harbour, Byron 
Bay, Mullumbimby, Burringbah, Mur- 
willumbah, then I went over to Nim­
bin. Nimbin was the only place I had 
an easy time. All the other places were 
really hard. If any one else wants to 
make a go o f  it in a commune sort o f  
scene, I reckon Nimbin’s the only place 
to go.
SCOTTY, 
Cronulla, NSW
Just hitching
PHIL O ’CARROLL
HITCHHIKING is an enlight­ening way o f  life. It is good 
for the econom y/ecology because 
it means more people per car. It is 
good for community because it 
means more strangers meeting.
It is good for yourself practi­
cally because it means you dont 
need to buy and maintain a car. It 
is good for yourself spiritually 
because it keeps you in touch with 
social reality. If you always live 
by your “ own”  devices, you will 
never know just how humane is 
the human race.
Hitching (for short) teachs you 
many things. It teaches you, for 
example, that Christianity or any 
other humanitarian code is less 
than one percent active in present 
society.
Respectable people reject that 
hitching provides a fair test o f  
their charity because it involves 
risks: for example, that the hitch­
er may turn out violent. But 
anybody who has tried to love his 
neighbor knows that it entails risk 
from the word go. That’s what 
getting involved in la condition 
humaine means!
Hitching teaches you, for 
another example, that fewer w o­
men than men will relate to 
strangers — whether the stranger 
be male or female. Fewer women 
hitch and fewer women give rides.
Fewer women seem to feel that 
their brother/sister’s plight is any 
o f  their business. They complain 
o f  the danger o f  rape etc. A  quick 
solution here would be for women 
to at least give rides to women!
Hitching demands a special 
kind o f  patience. You have to 
wait, not just for a set time long 
or short, but for an unknown 
time.
Modern techno man is terrified 
o f  unpredictability. But when this 
peculiar kind o f  patience is mas­
tered, the mind is opened to the 
world o f  dynamic beauty whose 
essence is unpredictability.
Most o f  all, hitching is an 
experiment in Ego. The hardest 
part o f  hitching is the Ego. Your 
pride. You feel stupid, standing 
by the roadside where no one 
belongs, begging for something 
free from strangers.
They drive past. They turn up 
their noses. Or laugh. Or glare in 
horror as if you had leprosy. You 
feel rejected, outcast, ridiculed, 
rubbished. Again and again, 
GROWWRRR past your thumb -  
often, it seems, with a vengeance. 
How much more o f  this can you 
(your Ego) take? You walk. 
Unnecessarily. You try to make 
y o u r  p i c k - m e - u p  s i g n  
inconspicuous. Self-defeatingly. 
You feel like sinking through the 
gravel.
This is a perfect example o f the 
classic human fear o f exposing 
oneself to  another’s handling. This 
is a fantastic exercise in self- 
knowledge. It’s hard to take at 
first, but try again. Set yourself 
up as a regular hitcher. Get rid 
o f  your car so you have to thumb 
rides.
But maybe you ’ll never get a 
ride? No worries. SOMEONE AL­
WAYS PICKS YOU UP. No mat­
ter how terrifying you look. Just 
follow  these simple rules.
(1) Stand where drivers can see
you in time to stop and have
room  to stop.
(2) Thumb everything, openly
and unmistakeably.
(3) Wait.
On most routes you ’ ll be pick­
ed up within the hour. Even if 
1000 cars pass you by, dont 
worry, you only need one.
Why is it that someone always 
picks you up eventually? I dont 
know. But I indulge a little faith 
in something or other in the light
Phil's child, Jesus 
o f  this discovery. There is no way 
o f  predicting who will stop for 
you. Every time is a surprise. 
Rich. Poor. Churchy. Non- 
churchy. Male. Female (occasion­
ally). Little car. Big truck. Oldies. 
Youngies. Poshies. Bummies. Slow 
car. Fast car. Cheeky people. 
Mild-mannered people. There’s 
something that pervades all forms 
o f humanity . . .
Oh, and if you find yourself 
behind the wheel, HEED THE 
THUMB.
One day it may be your 
thumb. Perhaps it already is? j j
Phil, please give us a mailing address; 
we have some fan mail and some 
money for you. — EDS.
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BUSTING my balls to get back to the surf. With a wife 
and kids, not so easy anymore. 
Can’t move as you please. All 
boys, thank Christ, they'll give me 
a regular excuse in a few years. 
But still the hunger burns in your 
gut, watching the young blokes 
head out in their panel vans -  
they’re youngsters to me, I was 
surfing before most o f  them went 
into long pants. And the boards. 
Had to get them o ff  the front 
verandah to make room for the 
toys, pedal cars and so on. My 
wife was glad; the> were a sound­
less reminder to her °vory time 
she went or... TheyVj behind the 
shed now and spiaers climb be­
tween thr a.
Sometimes a sou’westerly 
chops up a rideable surf on the 
bay and I join in at Brighton 
beach, near the baths. Sometimes 
the oldest by a good 15 years, but 
I can handle the old yellow sled as 
well as most o f  them. It’ s a holy 
feeling, when the quick thrust o f  
the wave picks you up and starts 
to drive you. Slip quickly to two 
feet, twist, slam o ff  the bottom  
and tuck into the curve o f  the wall 
until it explodes around you. And 
laugh with sheer joy.
Remember the trips, the 
beaches, the faces. Jan Juc 7 am 
in winter, a fire roaring near the 
steps. Grey sky, grey, glassy sea,
peeling o ff  in sweet little tubes. 
You could just hide in them if 
you crouched right down, winter 
ice crackling o ff  your back. No 
wetsuits then, and your flesh went 
pink-blue. Had a day like it at 
Duranbah, a magic spot up north, 
but there the water, warm, tinkled 
happily on your shoulders and the 
sun sang down. You didnt care 
much that you ’d heard it was a 
shark pit.
Or that day at Outside Reef 
with Claw, a six foot left tubing 
mightily and running like a train. 
Never been like that since. You 
drop; that too-fast-lift feeling in 
your stomach, toes only touching 
the board, then sweep hard and
fast o ff  the bottom, G forces 
crushing you into a crouch. Hear 
the wicked hiss o f  the wave shiver­
ing to pieces behind you, but dare 
not look ; know only that the 
spinning green cavern will re­
morselessly run you down, suck 
you within itself, try to destroy 
you.
Look overhead as you seethe 
and swoop, as the sun shatters in 
rainbows in the feathering tip of 
the wave, hear the tube rushing up 
behind, but dare not look. In a 
moment you will be in there, all 
motion will slow as it does in a car 
smash, and you see everything 
with extreme clarity. Green, 
streaked water on one side, a slow 
cascade o f  jewels on the other.
The world is straight ahead. Tip 
the nose o f the board down and 
be reborn. Flee Mother Ocean’s 
womb trap before it springs. Turn, 
exhilarated, and paddle back to 
await another.
I look at my eldest. Six now, 
and learning to swim. I do not 
interfere in this. It is good that he 
learns by himself, and gets the full 
satisfaction o f it. He loves the sea, 
loves me to take a board to the 
beach so he may paddle around. 
Another year, maybe two, and 
he’ll start harassing his mother to 
let me take him to the real ocean. 
Harassing her as a son can and a 
husband, in fairness, cannot.
Then we shall share the^clean 
days, my sons and I.
